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Abstract 
This thesis examines in detail some of the internal and external factors which 
are implicated in the causation of foraging behaviour in growing pigs. Special 
reference is given to the interface between exploratory and feeding motivations, and 
the role of gastro-intestinal distension in reducing the tendency to perform foraging 
behaviour. Four experiments were performed which found: 
Extrinsic exploration equates to the appetitive component of the dominant 
motivation (e.g. extrinsic exploration for food and foraging), and therefore can be 
directly affected by the level of feeding motivation, whereas intrinsic exploration is 
not directly affected by the level of feeding motivation. 
Chewing behaviour, such as tail-biting, is initiated through extrinsic exploratory 
behaviour, but then sustained by feeding motivation. In addition, feeding 
motivated chewing is moderately reinforced by taste, but is strongly reinforced 
and perpetuated by taste paired with a relevant source of feedback. 
Growing pigs are able to respond for the repeated presentation of a feeding 
related conditioned stimulus in a manner which is presumed to be indicative of 
their level of feeding motivation. This methodology could allow feeding 
motivation to be measured in the absence of food ingestion. 
The reduction of feeding motivation after the ingestion of a bulky food is 
proportional to the degree of gastro-intestinal distension. However, the effect of 
gastro-intestinal distension is only temporary because feeding motivation responds 
primarily to the nutrient content of a meal. 
These results are appraised in the General Discussion, where special reference 
is given to the mechanisms underlying the development of successful foraging 
strategies. The concepts of feeding and exploratory motivations are critically 
appraised, and the roles of internal and external factors are discussed. The overall 
conclusions are stated in conjunction with suggestions for further research. 
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The LORD God took the man and put him in the Garden of 
Eden to work it and take care of it. 
Genesis 2:15. 
1.1 	Historical background 
1.1.1 The relationship between hunger, foraging and reduced pig welfare 
The intensification of modern animal production has been accompanied by a 
dramatic increase in the concern for farm animal welfare (Garner, 1993). This 
concern stems from a desire to rear animals in conditions where both their physical 
and psychological well-being is optimised (Dawkins, 1990). However, pigs exhibit a 
range of symptoms which are taken to be indicative of compromised welfare (see Van 
Putten, 1989), and the biased media portrayal of only the most emotive farm animal 
welfare issues has induced a heightened level of public awareness which is sadly often 
based on an entirely subjective standpoint. Therefore, the need for objective scientific 
investigations and efficient dissemination of results has never been greater. 
Therefore, to address this issue, the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
(MAFF), on the scientific advice of the Farm Animal Welfare Council (FAWC), has 
proposed five recommendations which aim to encourage stock-keepers to adopt the 
highest standards of husbandry (see MAFF, 1991): 
Animals should be free from hunger and malnutrition. 
Animals should be free to exercise most normal patterns of 
behaviour. 
Animals should be free from thermal or physical distress. 
Animals should be free from disease and injury. 
Animals should be free from fear. 
This thesis investigates, at a fundamental level, the situations in which a 
disregard for the first recommendation can lead to the dereliction of the second 
resulting in the incidence of stereotypic behaviours such as bar biting (e.g. Terlouw et 
al., 1991), high levels of aggression (Barnett et al., 1994; Martin and Edwards, 1994) 
and tail biting (Fraser, 1987a, 1987b). Previous research has shown that these 
behaviours may, at least in part, be linked to the manner in which domestic pigs are 
fed on farms because both the breeding stock and growing pigs are exposed to 
periodic sources of undernutrition (for a review see Lawrence etal., 1993). 
The nature of the undernutrition which pigs experience could either be general 
nutrient restriction caused by restricted feeding, or specific nutrient restriction which 
could arise when one dietary component, such as protein or energy, is not obtained in 
sufficient quantities from the diet (for a summary see Lawrence et al., 1993). Modern 
breeding sows and boars usually experience general nutrient restriction, whereas 
growing pigs usually experience specific nutrient restriction; a difference which 
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reflects the method by which the different animals are fed (see Whittemore, 1987). 
Breeding stock are often exposed to quantitative food restriction to prevent excessive 
weight gain and maintain their breeding efficiency. Growing pigs are generally fed ad 
libitum so are unlikely to experience general nutrient restriction unless food intake is 
reduced by social competition (see Nielsen et al., 1995). However, even growing 
pigs fed in isolation may experience specific nutrient restriction when fed a single 
food. This specific nutrient restriction could arise because the single food may have 
been formulated to meet the nutritional requirements of an average individual during 
an estimated weight range (see Lawrence et al., 1993). It is, therefore, highly likely 
that all growing pigs will experience a discrepancy between the nutrition supplied by a 
single food and their metabolic requirements because their genotype, stage of growth, 
or feeding history differs from that used to determine the formulation of the food (for 
a review see Lawrence et a!, 1993). 
The animal's response to both general and specific nutrient restriction is to 
increase the expression of foraging behaviour in an attempt to find food (Fraser, 
1987a, 1987b; Lawrence and Illius, 1989; Fraser et al., 1991; Jensen et al., 1993). 
The normal foraging behaviour exhibited by domestic pigs closely resembles that of 
their wild or feral counterparts, and involves nosing, rooting and chewing behaviours 
(see Graves, 1984). In a naturalistic environment these species-specific behaviours 
would be used to search for and consume food items by digging, gnawing, pushing, 
and rooting out substrates (Feral pigs: Stolba and Wood-Gush, 1989; Outdoor pigs: 
Martin and Edwards, 1994). However, the restrictive concrete and metal 
environments in which many pigs are housed have little potential to accommodate 
these species-specific foraging behaviours (Terlouw et al., 1991), and clearly 
compromise the second MAFF (1991) recommendation. Indeed, it has been found 
that when pigs are not free to express normal patterns of foraging behaviour their 
welfare is clearly compromised because they may re-direct the activity towards 
inappropriate stimuli, resulting in bar-biting, excessive drinking (e.g. Rushen, 1984), 
vacuum chewing (e.g. Terlouw etal., 1991), or tail biting (e.g. Fraser, 1987a). 
It is clear, therefore, that the first two recommendations proposed by MAFF 
(1991) are rarely met in modern pig production systems, and that a disregard for the 
first often leads to the dereliction of the second. Neither the growing, nor the 
breeding stock are free from hunger or malnutrition, nor are they free to express the 
foraging behaviours which naturally stem from high levels of hunger. If these 
concerns are to be tackled in an objective manner, it becomes of paramount 
importance to discover how the expression of foraging behaviour is controlled. 
1.1.2 A motivational approach: the objective route to a solution 
It cannot be doubted that animals are adapted to make decisions on when and 
how to express specific behaviour patterns. These decisions may be made regarding a 
range of activities such as foraging, exploring and drinking which are integral parts of 
an animal's behavioural repertoire. The factors which cause animals to make these 
types of decisions are extremely complex, with both metabolic and environmental 
factors being involved in the decision set (for a review Toates, 1981). Therefore 
intervening variables have often been used to help clarify investigations (Fraser and 
Broom, 1990). Historically two such variables have been applied to the study of 
behavioural control; 'drive' and 'motivation' (for a review see bates, 1981). The 
concept of drive was used in many studies because it allows the integration of a 
number of metabolic factors into a unitary variable, however, was abandoned because 
it totally ignored the effect which the environment could impose (for details see 
Toates, 1990). For example, it would be logical to suggest that an animal would 
experience a different type of hunger if it could see and smell a food-item compared 
with when it could not (see Sibly, 1975). Therefore, the inclusion of both the internal 
and external state into subsequent models of behavioural control became essential. A 
new model proposed that 'motivation' should be used as an intervening variable to 
replace drive. This approach states that an animal's behaviour is governed by a range 
of motivational systems, which are viewed as being reversible brain states controlled 
by both internal and external stimuli. Each motivational system governs the tendency 
to perform a unique pattern of behavioural elements which reduce the underlying level 
of motivation. As the final behavioural expression of an animal is subject to the 
control of many motivational systems, it is generally believed that the behaviour 
expressed reflects the strongest motivation at that time (see McFarland and Houston, 
1981). 
Given that an animal's behaviour is controlled by its overall motivational state, 
it could be misleading to study one motivational system in isolation. The inter -
relations which exist between motivational states allow systems to be influenced by 
identical internal and external stimuli, and also result in the expression of analogous 
behaviours (see Roper, 1980). For example, the presentation of a novel food item 
could both increase an individual's feeding and exploratory motivation. This type of 
motivational overlap is thought to exist between exploratory and feeding motivation 
because exploration often occurs concurrently with foraging behaviour (see Wood-
Gush and Vestergaard, 1989). Therefore, this thesis addresses the proposition that 
feeding motivation should be studied in conjunction with exploratory motivation. 
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1.2 	Foraging behaviour and feeding motivation 
1.2.1 Foraging behaviour 
In existing motivational models, the level of feeding motivation is thought to 
affect the tendency to perform foraging behaviour (Toates, 1990). Foraging is 
defined as the activity that an animal uses to locate and consume food, and is often 
viewed as having two discrete phases; appetitive foraging which involves active food 
seeking, and consummatory foraging involving the ingestion of food (McFarland, 
1985, 1987; Wood-Gush, 1983). These definitions will be used widely in this thesis 
because it is believed that they provide a useful basis on which to discuss the foraging 
behaviour of pigs. 
1.2.2 Internal factors which affect feeding motivation 
Feeding motivation and its expression as foraging behaviour may increase an 
animal's evolutionary fitness by obtaining the nutrients necessary for maintenance, 
growth and reproduction. It has been found unequivocally that general nutrient 
restriction increases the tendency to express foraging behaviours (Lawrence el al., 
1988; Lawrence and Illius, 1989). Furthermore, it appears that feeding motivation is 
also responsive to specific nutrient deficiencies such as for protein (Fraser, 1987; 
Jensen el al., 1993), or minerals (Fraser el al., 1987b). This increase in foraging 
tendency corroborates theories of nutritional wisdom which state that an animal seeks 
to meet its inherent growth plan by minimising the discrepancy between its desired 
and actual nutrient intake (Emmans, 1981; Kyriazakis, 1994). 
There are many other factors thought to be involved in the modulation of 
feeding motivation. For example, gut-fill and hormones such as cholecystokinin 
(CCK) are often commented to play a major role in the control of feeding behaviour 
(Gut-fill: Brouns et al., 1992; CCK: Houpt, 1984). However, this thesis addresses 
the proposition that these factors merely reflect the mechanisms through which an 
animal seeks to meet its desired nutrient intake, by controlling the short-term initiation 
and termination of food intake. It would be evolutionarily maladaptive for feeding 
motivation to respond solely to gut-fill because it provides no information concerning 
the nutrient content of the meal. Therefore, it is proposed that internal factors such as 
gut-fill have a short-term effect on feeding motivation, and are only involved in the 
termination of food intake when the gastro-intestinal tract is frill. 
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1.2.3 External factors which affect feeding motivation 
The tendency to perform foraging behaviour can also be considered to be 
affected by a multitude of external stimuli (see Toates, 1981), however, this thesis will 
address the proposition that these stimuli are of secondary importance. Some of these 
stimuli, such as taste, may possess a 'hedonic' value because they may induce a type of 
sensory pleasure (see Cabernac, 1979), but the reinforcement of foraging behaviour 
by 'hedonic' stimuli in the absence of positive nutritional feedback is often of relatively 
short duration (see Aldinger et al., 1959; Burntt and Provenza, 1992), and is 
superseded by internal stimuli which monitor actual nutrient intake. It is clear, 
however, that animals have an ability to associate external stimuli with prior foraging 
success. In this manner, an animal may attach biological significance to a particular 
external stimulus and exploit the learned association in future foraging behaviour. 
Studies have shown that satiated rats can be caused to initiate a feeding bout upon the 
presentation of an associative stimulus which has previously been associated with the 
presentation of food during a period of undernutrition (e.g. Valle, 1968; Zamble, 
1973; Weingarten, 1983; Weingarten, 1984), show a preference for a sweet taste 
paired with a supply of nutrients (e.g. Smith and Duffy, 1957; Kennedy and Baldwin, 
1972), or avoid foods which have previously been associated with malaise (Burritt 
and Provenza, 1990). 
Therefore, it is clear that both external stimuli and associative learning may 
affect the level of feeding motivation. However, it is likely that internal stimuli exert a 
much higher degree of control on feeding motivation because the ingestion of 
nutrients is of primary evolutionary importance. 
1.3 	Exploratory behaviour and exploratory motivation 
1.3.1 Exploratory behaviour 
The definition of exploratory behaviour has historically been shaped by what 
can easily be measured, and this has led to a considerable amount of confusion and 
conflict in the literature (Renner, 1990). This confusion is further exacerbated by the 
studies which amalgamate many types of behaviour into one broad category (see 
Hindé, 1970). Renner (1990) commented upon this problem that: 
"The use of the term 'exploration' in the title or key-word list of a paper is 
not instantly informative; without specification of the dependent variables 
upon which data were collected, the term would carry any of several 
implied definitions" 
This semantic dilemma, however, is not recent. In 1960 Berlyne addressed 
this problem by dividing exploration into two categories: 'extrinsic' exploratory 
behaviour which was directed at obtaining information about conventional reinforcers 
such as food, or 'intrinsic' exploratory behaviour which is directed at stimuli of little or 
no biological significance. 
The extent to which it is profitable to erect sub-categories is often debated 
(see Hinde, 1970), and many studies choose to ignore the existing definitions. 
However, this thesis will defend the definitions of extrinsic and intrinsic exploration 
proposed by Berlyne (1960) because it is believed that the distinction they provide is 
beneficial to studies of foraging and exploration in the pig. This separation is 
necessary because exploration can be viewed as being equivalent to appetitive 
behaviour (extrinsic; see Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 1989), but may also occur 
when an individual has met all its apparent 'need states' (intrinsic; see Inglis, 1983). 
Evidence has been proposed which suggests that both extrinsic and intrinsic 
exploration can be investigated using a motivational approach (for a review see 
Toates, 1990). To corroborate this argument, it has been found that animals can be 
trained to express an operant response solely for the reinforcement with a novel 
stimulus (e.g. Gray, 1975), and pigs will actively choose to enter an area which has 
previously been associated with novel stimuli (e.g. Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 
1991). Furthermore, studies have suggested that the level of exploration may decline 
with increasing experience of a novel stimulus (see Hinde, 1970). This evidence is 
suggestive that a motivational approach could be applied to the study of exploratory 
behaviour. However, the postulation of a motivational model which adequately 
describes the causation of intrinsic and extrinsic exploration has largely been avoided. 
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The subdivision of exploratory behaviour used in this thesis makes it necessary 
to propose two motivational models to describe how the different types of behaviour 
are controlled: one for extrinsic exploratory motivation (see Figure 1. 1), and the other 
for intrinsic exploratory motivation (see Figure 1.2). The following sections will 
briefly introduce some of the factors which are thought to affect the levels of 
motivation in each system. 
1.3.2 Extrinsic exploratory motivation 
Berlyne's (1960) definitions indicate that the behaviour patterns associated 
with extrinsic exploration are identical to those associated with the appetitive 
component of the dominant motivation at a given time (Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 
1989). Therefore, the motivational system which is linked to the expression of 
extrinsic exploration will vary depending upon the identity of the dominant 
motivation. For example, extrinsic exploration may be linked to feeding motivation at 
one time, and drinking motivation at another. Indeed, a link between extrinsic 
exploration and both feeding motivation and litter seeking has been demonstrated in 
domestic hens (Nicol and Guilford, 1991). It is proposed that this motivational 
alliance is of central importance in maintaining the plasticity of the foraging strategies 
exhibited by pigs because it allows them to acquire nutritional information whilst they 
are foraging for food (see Figure 1.1). 
The model outlined in Figure 1.1 illustrates that whilst feeding motivation is 
the dominant motivation, an individual could both forage and gather information 
concurrently using the same behavioural elements. In this model it is possible for a• 
specific external stimulus, such as the presence of a food item, to affect both extrinsic 
exploratory, and feeding motivation (see Roper, 1980). However, the internal stimuli 
which affect each motivational system are separate. The motivational alliance 
outlined in this model stems from Berlyne's (1960) definitions of exploration, and 
develops Wood-Gush and Vestergaard's (1989) view that the appetitive component of 
the dominant motivation and extrinsic exploration are essentially equivalent. In this 
thesis the terms 'appetitive foraging' and 'extrinsic exploration for food' are used 
interchangeably when feeding motivation is the dominant motivation. 
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MOTIVATION I MOTIVATION 
Information about food 	Ingestion of food 
Figure 1.1 The model offeeding motivation / extrinsic exploratory motivation used in this 
thesis. 
1.3.3 Intrinsic exploratory motivation 
Intrinsic exploration is viewed as a separate category of exploration which is 
not linked directly to other motivational systems (Wood-Gush et al., 1983; Toates, 
1990). This type of exploration is thought to create situations in which there is an 
opportunity to acquire useful information (Renner, 1988). Whilst intrinsic exploration 
can be unambiguously classed as a motivational system, it is not so easy to define the 
stimuli which are implicated in its causation (Toates, 1990). It is clear that the 
presence of novelty in the environment can act as an external stimulus to increase the 
expression of intrinsic exploration (Renner and Seltzer, 1991; Renner et al., 1992; 
Renner and Seltzer, 1994), but the internal stimuli which are involved in the causation 
of intrinsic exploration remain a topic of debate (see Wood-Gush et al., 1983; Wood-
Gush and Vestergaard, 1991; Rushen, 1993; Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 1993). 
Intrinsic exploration is sometimes viewed as being endogenously motivated (e.g. 
Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 1993), or motivated by a more complex cognitive 
model involving the concept of expectancy (e.g. Toates, 1990). 
It has been commented that intrinsic exploration is the main motivational 
system (Woodworth, 1958). This theory of 'behaviour-primacy postulated that 
intrinsic exploratory motivation is the default motivational system and that other 
motivational systems have to 'break into' the ongoing behaviour to give it special 
direction. Woodworth's (1958) theory, although based on the outmoded concept of 
drive, is in accordance with current models of motivation (see Figure 1.2). 
The model outlined in Figure 1.2 illustrates that intrinsic exploration can be 
viewed as a motivational system which competes for behavioural expression in an 
identical manner to other systems. As such, this motivational system is of major 
importance to this thesis because the intrinsic exploration of pigs is expressed using 
identical behavioural elements to those which are associated with foraging. 
Therefore, it is essential to remove intrinsic exploration as a confounding factor in 
studies of foraging behaviour. This will only be achieved by an understanding of the 
extent to which intrinsic exploration is separable from appetitive foraging, and 
subsequently performing experiments under conditions where the performance of 
intrinsic exploration is minimised. 
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Information about object 
(e.g. identification as a food item) 
Figure 1.2 The model of intrinsic exploration which is used in this thesis. 
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1.4 	The role of feedback and learning 
The foraging behaviour of domestic pigs has typically been studied using 
functional and causal approaches which emphasise that motivational mechanisms are 
sensitive to the consequences of behaviour (see Rushen and de Passillé, 1995). For 
example, this type of approach advocates that foraging is a self-organisational process 
which is able to attain optimal solutions to particular problems (Collier and Rovee-
Collier, 1981; Wishaw et al., 1992; Provenza and Cincotta, 1993; Kyriazakis et al., 
1994). However, for foraging to operate in this manner it is logical to suggest that 
animals must both be able to respond to, and learn about the functional consequences 
of their behaviour. The two behavioural mechanisms by which this is achieved are 
feedback and learning. Feedback can be defined as sensory information which directly 
affects the underlying level of motivation, and can be described as having either a 
positive or negative effect. Positive feedback is sensory information which tends to 
increase the underlying level of motivation (see Wiepkema, 1971; Houston and 
Sumida, 1985), whereas negative feedback is sensory information which tends to 
decrease the underlying level of motivation. Learning, however, may occur as a 
consequence of feedback; forming associations between specific stimuli and the 
outcome of a specific behaviour. By postulating a theory which states that animals 
are able to closely assess the functional consequences of their foraging decisions 
through feedback, it is imperative that learning is added as a second dimension to 
conventional motivational models of behaviour. Indeed, the importance of feedback 
and learning have undoubtedly contributed to the wild pig's ability to exploit areas of 
heterogeneous food availability. Thus, it is proposed that a motivational approach 
which includes the constructs of feedback and learning is essential to gain a thorough 
understanding of the foraging behaviour of domestic pigs. 
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1.5 	The measurement of feeding motivation 
To investigate the factors which affect the expression of foraging behaviour it 
is often necessary to measure an animal's level of feeding motivation. This can be 
assessed by a variety of techniques such as the quantity of food eaten (e.g. Miller, 
1957), the feeding rate (e.g. Doucet and van Straalen, 1980), and conditioned 
avoidance techniques (e.g. Petherick et al., 1992). However, the most widely used 
methodology is operant conditioning where an individual forms an association 
between a behavioural response (termed an operant response) and the presentation of 
food reinforcement (e.g. Lawrence etal., 1988; Lawrence and Thus, 1989). Typically 
to measure feeding motivation, most studies investigate the level of operant 
responding that an individual is prepared to perform to gain access to food 
reinforcement (Dellmeier, 1989). This type of operant behaviour for food 
reinforcement can be viewed as being functionally equivalent to foraging behaviour 
because the level of operant responding has been shown to correlate with search 
effort in a naturalistic environment (Dallery and Baum, 1991). However, the major 
benefit of using operant conditioning to measure feeding motivation lies in its 
precision because the intensity of the operant responding closely reflects the 
motivation to obtain the reinforcer (see Lawrence et al., 1988; Lawrence and Illius, 
1989; Matthews and Ladewig, 1994; Young et al., 1994). There are many different 
reinforcement schedules available to manipulate operant behaviour and measure 
feeding motivation (see Ferster and Skinner, 1957), and the choice of schedule often 
reflects the nature of the study. For example, a progressive ratio (PR) schedule could 
be employed to simulate foraging in a depleting patch where search effort increases 
with progressive food intake. A PR schedule requires a steadily increasing amount of 
operant responding to obtain each food reinforcement. Conversely, a fixed ratio (FR) 
schedule could be employed to simulate foraging in an abundant patch where the 
search effort is directly proportional to food intake. A FR schedule requires the same 
level of operant responding to obtain each food reinforcement. 
Whilst there are a number of different reinforcement schedules, most could be 
viewed as being unsuitable to measure feeding motivation. Most schedules involve 
the repeated ingestion of small quantities of food which undoubtedly alters the 
underlying level of feeding motivation and potentially disrupts responding in response 
to the 'arousing' influence of the small meal (Wayner, 1974; Killeen et al., 1978; 
Terlouw etal., 1993). Extinction of operant responding is also possible if an animal is 
unable to consume the food reinforcements, such as when it has an extreme level of 
gut-fill. Many of these problems have been ignored in studies of feeding motivation 
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(e.g. Lawrence and Illius, 1989), and indeed have been erroneously commented not to 
exist (Everitt et al., 1987). 
To circumvent all of these methodological problems, this thesis addresses the 
possibility of developing a second-order operant conditioning schedule which 
dissociates bouts of operant responding from food reinforcement (see Kelleher, 
1966). These types of schedule have been successfully employed to deliver sexual 
reinforcement in male rats (Everitt et al., 1987), and drug administration in primates 
(Goldberg et al., 1976; Katz, 1979); however, they have not yet been applied to the 
study of feeding motivation of pigs. This investigation was initiated in order to 
examine the effects of an extreme level of gut-fill on the level of feeding motivation. 
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1.6 	Aims and objectives of the thesis 
This aim of this thesis is to investigate how internal and external stimuli, 
exploration and learning inter-relate within the feeding motivational system with the 
objective of increasing the current body of literature relating to the feeding motivation 
of domestic pigs.. Special reference will be given to: 
The extent to which appetitive foraging (extrinsic exploration) 
is separable from intrinsic exploration. 
The role of exploration in gathering information for future 
foraging decisions. 
Methodologies to measure feeding motivation. 
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Chapter Two 
The effect of food deprivation on 
the expression of foraging and 
exploratory behaviour in the 
growing pig. 
Day, J. E. L., Kyriazakis, I. and Lawrence, A. B.* 
* Based on a paper published in: AppliedAnimal Behaviour Science 42: 193-206. 
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2.1 	Abstract 
Growing pigs spend considerable time orally manipulating their environment 
including straw and their pen-mates, leading to problems such as tail biting. It is 
unclear if this active behaviour reflects either feeding motivation, exploratory 
motivation or a combination of both. This problem is exacerbated by the possibility 
that both motivational systems share certain behavioural elements. The aim of this 
experiment was to determine the extent to which appetitive foraging is separable from 
intrinsic exploration by manipulating both feeding motivation and the novelty of the 
external environment. The behaviour of 12 growing male pigs was recorded during 
tests lasting 35 minutes whilst placed in a familiar test arena with a woodbark/sand 
foraging substrate. Tests were conducted in blocks lasting 6 days during which pigs 
were fed a commercial food either ad libitum (treatment H) or at a 20% reduction 
thereof (treatment L). A replicated Latin square design allowed pigs to be twice 
provided with either novel objects, food (50g) or nothing in a specific 'target-area' of 
substrate at either feeding level. Food restriction although not affecting locomotion 
resulted in an increase in the proportion of time spent rooting the substrate (0.05 vs 
0.08 for H vs L pigs respectively; s.e.d. 0.008; P<0.01), a decrease in the proportion 
of time spent lying (0.17 vs 0.12 for H vs L pigs respectively; s.e.d. 0.027; P<0.05), 
and an increase in the proportion of time spent in the 'target-area' (0.05 vs 0.08 for H 
vs L pigs respectively; s.e.d. 0.011; P<0.05), with no effect of novel object 
presentation in all cases. The presentation of novel objects resulted in an increase in 
the rate of visits to the 'target-area' (0.30, 0.23 and 0.24 for novel objects, food and 
control treatments respectively; s.e.d. 0.025 visits.miir 1 ; P<0.05) which was 
independent of feeding level. These results indicate that the increase in rooting and 
decrease in lying is a reflection of an increased level of feeding motivation produced 
by food restriction. Rooting was an expression of appetitive foraging as it was 
unaffected by novel object presentation. The increase in frequency of visits to the 
'target-area' due to novel object presentation was an expression of intrinsic 
exploration as it was independent of feeding motivation. Therefore, it was concluded 
that appetitive foraging behaviour and intrinsic exploration can be experimentally 
separated by the controlled manipulation of both feeding motivation and specific 
environmental stimuli. 
Keywords: 	Pig, Foraging behaviour, Exploratory behaviour, Feeding motivation 
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2.2 	Introduction 
Growing pigs spend a considerable proportion of their time-budget performing 
behaviours such as nosing, rooting and chewing. In confined conditions this can 
sometimes lead to husbandry problems such as tail biting. There are many theories 
concerned with the causation of these behaviours, however, most propose that either 
feeding motivation (Fraser, 1987; Fraser et al., 1991; Lawrence et al., 1993) or a 
motivation to explore (Van Putten, 1969) underlies the behavioural output. This 
dichotomy of opinion partially reflects the possibility that foraging and exploration 
share certain behavioural elements (e.g., Roper, 1980), making the causation of these 
behaviours difficult to identify. 
Many early studies of exploration in rats tested the hypothesis that exploratory 
activity increased due to the effects of a primary drive' such as hunger (Fehrer, 1956; 
Bolles and Dc Lorge, 1962), consequently increasing the probability of finding food 
(Montgomery, 1953). However, these drew a variety of conclusions due to 
discrepancies in definitions. Originally, Berlyne (1960), and more recently Inglis 
(1983) addressed this problem by dividing exploratory behaviour into two sub-
categories: 'Extrinsic' exploratory behaviour which is directed at obtaining 
information about a conventional reinforcer or biologically significant event, and 
'intrinsic' exploratory behaviour which is directed at stimuli of little biological 
significance. This allowed exploration to be viewed as being either equivalent to 
appetitive behaviour (extrinsic) or having an information gathering function (intrinsic). 
Extrinsic exploration is under the control of many different causal mechanisms that 
vary both temporally and spatially, but equates to the appetitive component of the 
dominant motivation at a given time (Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 1989). For 
example, foraging behaviour is often seen as having two discrete phases; appetitive 
foraging which involves active food seeking, and consummatory foraging involving 
the ingestion of food (McFarland, 1985; McFarland, 1987; Wood-Gush, 1983). In 
this paper we propose that appetitive foraging is equivalent to extrinsic exploration 
for food. 
The aim of this experiment was to distinguish the extent to which appetitive 
foraging (extrinsic exploration) is separable from intrinsic exploration by manipulating 
both feeding motivation and providing novel objects in the external environment. The 
objective was to investigate the effect of these manipulations on behavioural output, 
which would provide a basis for a fundamental understanding of the interactions 
between the foraging and exploratory motivational systems. Furthermore, a clearer 
understanding of the extent to which these motivational systems are separable would 
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allow husbandry problems such as tail biting to be more effectively controlled. It was 
hypothesised that food deprivation would elevate the level of feeding motivation, 
increasing the incentive to perform appetitive foraging (extrinsic exploration), but not 
necessarily intrinsic exploratory activity. 
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2.3 	Materials and methods 
2.3.1 Animals 
The experimental subjects were 16 entire male Fl Large White X Landrace 
pigs (Cotswold Pig Development Company Limited, Lincoln, UK) with a mean 
bodyweight of 39.9 kg (s.d. 3.80), when they were moved to the individual pens in 
the experimental unit. These pigs had been weaned at four weeks of age and group-
housed in a straw bedded yard until 12 weeks of age and the start of the experiment. 
They had previously been fed on commercial foods (Ultra Wean and Ultra Lean from 
Dalgety Agriculture Limited, Bristol, UK). 
2.3.2 Husbandry 
Animals were housed individually in straw bedded pens measuring 2.5 m x 2.0 
m. The pens were constructed from sections of vertical metal tubing which were 1.0 
m high, and were arranged in two parallel rows of eight. This arrangement allowed 
each individual sight, smell and limited degree of tactile contact with other pigs. Each 
individual had unrestricted access to a water drinker and a food trough. The 
thermostat in the home pens was set to 16°C, and achieved an average daily minimum 
temperature of 15.4°C (s.d. 1.8°C) and a maximum of 17.8°C (s.d. 1.4°C), and 
animals were exposed to a 12 h : 12 h light regime, with lights on at 06:30 h. The 
average temperature of 16°C has previously been found to be within the thermo-
neutral zone of this size of pig (Kynazakis etal., 1993). Animals were weighed at the 
start and end of the experiment and before every alternation of feeding level. All the 
food used in this experiment was of a commercial pelleted variety (Ultra Lean from 
Dalgety Agriculture Limited, Bristol, UK), containing on average 890 g of dry matter, 
174 g crude protein, 49 g ether extract, 42 g crude fibre, 53 g ash and 14.4 MJ 
digestible energy per kilogram of fresh food. Food manipulations were performed 
twice daily. At 07:45 h refusals were removed and weighed and then half of the daily 
allowance fed. The remainder of the allowance was fed at 17:00 h. Pens were 
cleaned twice weekly at 07:00 h when soiled straw and faeces were removed and 
fresh straw added. 
Pigs were housed in the home pens for 12 days prior to testing to habituate to 
the environmental conditions. During this period, animals were allowed ad libitum 
access to the food. As part of the habituation period, pigs were trained to be 
individually moved from their home pen into the test arena in order to be familiarised 
with the conditions (no treatments were presented). Each pig was introduced into the 
test arena on six separate presentations, providing approximately 190 minutes of 
familiarisation time. One pig was selected for use as a companion to the test animals 
during tests; this animal was intended to help reduce deleterious behavioural effects 
caused by social isolation (Van Rooijen, 1990). Finally, at the end of the habituation 
period three animals were rejected on the grounds of poor health to leave 12 test 
animals and one companion. 
2.3.3 Test arena 
The test arena was contained within a separate room of the experimental 
building and consisted of a 4.0 m x 4.0 m pen with an adjacent pen that measured 4.0 
m  2.0 m(see Figure 2.1). 
Observation 
Platform 
Figure 2.1 The test arena. Areas I, II and H were experimentally assigned, with Area 1 
acting as the 'target-area' where stimuli were presented. Area 1 was approximately 1m 2, 
and Areas Hand III were 7m2 and 8m2respectively. 
All penning was constructed from sections of vertical metal tubing which were 
1.0 m high. Wooden boarding was attached to the base of the penning to contain the 
flooring substrate which consisted of 20 cm depth of sand, overlaid with 10 cm depth 
of woodbark. Both pens had a water drinker on one wall. The thermostat in this 
room was also set to 16°C, and achieved an average daily minimum temperature of 
17.0°C (s.d. 1.6°C) and a maximum of 18.5°C (s.d. 1.5°C). The smaller pen housed 
the companion pig during tests and the larger pen acted as the test area, and was 
divided into three parts. Area I was approximately 1m 2 and acted as the site where 
the test stimuli were placed. On an adjacent side to the companion pig was a 
observation platform from where behaviour was recorded. This platform was 
shrouded with lengths of material which obscured the observer from view during 
testing. 
2.3.4 Behavioural records 
Behaviour was recorded using an Atari Portfolio hand-held computer (Atari 
Corporation, Slough, UK) running Keybehaviour software (Deag, 1990). This 
allowed the behaviour of the test animal to be recorded continuously (see Martin and 
Bateson, 1990) using previously defined categories (Table 2.1). The categories used 
were the animal's posture, behaviour, the substrate the behaviour was directed 
towards, and the area occupied by the animal. 
	
Table 2.1 	The ethogram used to record behavioural responses in test 
circumstances. 
Behaviour 	 Description 
Posture 
LYING Body being supported by belly 
STANDING Body being supported by all four legs 
KNEELING Body being supported by knee/s and hind-legs 
SITTING Body being supported by fore-legs and hind-quarters 
Behaviour 
ROOTING Displacing substrate with circular movements of the snout 
NOSING Moving the nasal disc near substrate 
CHEWING Mouthing substrate 
STEPPING Raising near-side foreleg 
EATING Consuming food 
INACTIVE Motionless, eyes closed 
ALERT Motionless, eyes open 
DRINKING Consuming water from the drinker 
Location 
IN AREA I 	 Snout located in Area I 
IN AREA II Snout located in Area II 
IN AREA III 	 Snout located in Area III 
Substrate 




2.3.5 Experimental procedure 
Each of the 12 individual pigs was twice exposed to six treatments (Table 
2.2). The test treatments were arranged in a three by two factorial design, consisting 
of two feeding levels and three stimuli in the test arena. 
Table 2.2 Pigs were twice exposed to each test treatment according to a replicated 
Latin square design. 
Treatment 	 Feeding Level 	 Stimulus 
1 	 LOW 	 FOOD 
2 LOW NOVEL OBJECTS 
3 	 LOW 	 NONE 
4 	 HIGH 	 FOOD 
5 HIGH NOVEL OBJECTS 
6 	 HIGH 	 NONE 
Food allowances were either low or high and were fed in the home pens prior 
to testing at the times described previously. The low fed animals were fed a provision 
comprising 0.8 of the ad libitum intake and the high fed animals had ad libitum access 
to food. The low fed animals' provision was initially calculated from an estimation of 
the ad libitum intake as a function of the individual's bodyweight at the beginning of 
the test (see Kyriazakis et al., 1993) because food refusals could not be accurately 
measured due to spillage. During the second replicate, spillage was reduced 
substantially by modifying the food-troughs and food refusals subsequently proved an 
adequate measure with which to calculate ad libitum intake. 
The experimental design allowed 12 pigs to be exposed to each of the six 
treatments on two separate occasions (replicates), each incorporating 6 testing days 
(see Appendix I). Within each of the replicates, half of the pigs were fed the low 
allowance for three testing days and then changed to the high allowance for a further 
three testing days, and the other pigs vice versa. Six behavioural tests were 
performed daily, each starting at 0900 h, 1000 h, 1100 h, 1300 h, 1400 h and 1500 h, 
and as a consequence, pigs were tested on alternate days. For each replicate, the 
treatments were allocated in two Latin squares (six pigs and six treatments), however, 
these were designed such that feed level only alternated once. The testing times 
Within each replicate were also allocated in two Latin squares (six pigs and six times 
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of day). It was not possible to balance testing times totally with respect to treatment 
because a Graeco-Latin square of order six does not exist (Winer, 1962), so the Latin 
squares for time of day were balanced as far as possible, such that every treatment 
was observed at five different times of day within each Latin square. The degree of 
orthogonality of time of day to treatment was assessed using an accumulated analysis 
of variance and was assumed to have little or no effect on any of the results presented. 
Between replicates, pigs were fed ad libitum for 13 days to allow them to compensate 
for previous food restriction. 
During tests, pigs were provided with either 50 g of the pelleted experimental 
food, two novel objects or nothing as a control in Area I. The food stimulus was 
placed on the surface of flooring substrate at the centre point of Area I. Six novel 
objects were available: either a cylinder, cube or sphere, coloured either black or 
white. These were designed such that they were impossible to be chewed by a 
growing pig. The novel objects were always presented in pairs, one black, one white 
in a randomised manner. 
At the start of the morning (09:00 h), and afternoon (13:00 h) the companion 
pig was led from its home pen to the companion pen in the test arena. Ten minutes 
were allowed to elapse before the test pig was moved into the arena. Prior to starting 
each test, the stimuli were placed within Area I. Once the test pig entered the arena, 
the behavioural recording was initiated. Each test ran for 35 minutes, after which the 
test pig was returned to the home pens. After each test, the properties of the flooring 
substrate were kept uniform by removing urine, faeces and a portion of sand, which 
eliminated any odours from previous tests. At the end of the morning and afternoon 
the companion pig was returned to its home pen. 
2.3.6 Statistical Analysis 
Behavioural datasets were decoded and summarised using Keytime software 
(Deag, 1993), which yielded rate of occurrence and proportion of time spent 
performing the separate behavioural categories of the ethogram. A behavioural rate 
yielded information concerning the number of times a behavioural category was 
expressed per unit time (occurrences. min - 1 ). For example, a rate associated with area 
usage provided an index of the frequency of movements into, and away from a 
specific area. A behavioural proportion, however, yielded information concerning the 
fraction of the whole test spent performing a specific behavioural category (min.nun -
1). The postures 'kneel' and 'sit' were combined to form a postural category 'other. 
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These data were then transformed to maximise normality; most were 
transformed by a square root transformation, however, some were already normally 
distributed and the data concerning the rate of nosing the woodbark/sand substrate 
required a negative reciprocal transformation. These normalised data were then 
analysed using GENSTAT V (Lawes Agricultural Trust, 1987). Due to the 
experimental design, statistical analysis was performed in two stages. Initially for 
each behaviour the data were analysed using an analysis of variance for a Latin square 
design (nested structures for replicate) using two factors (time of day and replicate), 
to investigate the presence of any time of day effects. In none of the results analysed 
was there a significant effect of time of day. Consequently, another analysis of 
variance (nested structures for replicate) was performed using three factors (feeding 
level, stimulus and replicate) which investigated the effects of the test treatments. 
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2.4 	Results 
2.4.1 Interactions between feeding level and stimulus 
There were no significant interactions between feeding level and stimulus in 
any of the behaviours analysed (Table 2.3). The most relevant lack of interaction 
concerned the proportion of time spent performing substrate directed rooting (Figure 
2.2a; F(2,111)=0.11; P=0.899), and the rate of visits to Area I (Figure 2.2b; 
















Figure 2.2 a) The effect of low or high feeding level (P<0. 01), and different  stimuli (NS) on 
the proportion of time rooting the woodbar/c/sand substrate. b) the effect of low or high 
feeding level (NS), and different stimuli (P<0.05) on the rate of visits to Area I. Values 
represent means and their associated standard error of the difference. 
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2.4.2 Effects of replicate. 
There was a significant effect of replicate on the rate (F(1,10)=8.79; P<0.05) 
and proportion (F(110) 17.25; P<0.01) of stepping behaviour with values being 
higher in the first as compared to the second replicate. These effects would be an 
exaggeration of any day effects because each replicate pools data from six test days. 
In none of the results was there a significant interaction between replicate and test 
treatments. 
Table 2.3 The effects of treatment on posture, behaviour, and area usage. Feeding levels 
were either ad libitum (H) or 80% of ad libitum (L). Stimuli were either food (FD), novel 
objects (NOV), or nothing (CTRL). A rate gives a measure of the number of times a 
behavioural category was expressed per unit time (occurrences. min'), whereas a 
proportion gives a measure of the fraction of the whole test spent performing a specific 
behavioural category (mm. min 1) 
Category 	Stimulus 	 Feeding level 
FD 	NOV 	CFRL s.e.d. 	P 	 L 	H 	s.e.d. 	P 
Postures 
Lie 	rate 	0.08 	0.08 	0.09 	0.017 	NS 	0.07 	0.10 	0.014 	* 
prop 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.033 NS 0.12 0.17 0.027 * 
Stand rate 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.02 NS 0.14 0.13 0.016 NS 
prop 0.65 0.67 0.67 0.059 NS 0.71 0.62 0.048 NS 
Other rate 0.25 0.23 0.24 0.036 NS 0.24 0.24 0.029 NS 
prop 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.047 NS 0.17 0.21 0.038 NS 
Substrate chrected behaviours 
Step rate 5.51 5.76 5.62 0.169 NS 5.65 5.61 0.138 NS 
prop 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.007 NS 0.16 0.15 0.006 NS 
Nosing rate 3.62 3.65 3.74 0.123 NS 3.65 3.69 0.101 NS 
prop 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.015 NS 0.57 0.57 0.012 NS 
Rooting rate 0.68 0.68 0.70 0.079 NS 0.74 0.63 0.064 NS 
prop 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.010 NS 0.08 0.05 0.008 
Chewing rate 1.33 1.29 1.45 0.065 * 1.33 1.38 0.053 NS 
prop 0.12 0.10 0.11 0.008 NS 0.10 0.11 0.007 NS 
Area usage 
Area  rate 0.23 0.30 0.24 0.025 * 0.27 0.24 0.021 NS 
prop 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.013 NS 0.08 0.05 0.011 * 
Area  rate 0.62 0.69 0.64 0.039 NS 0.67 0.62 0.032 NS 
prop 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.028 NS 0.36 0.33 0.023 NS 
Area In rate 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.022 NS 0.41 0.41 0.019 NS 
prop 0.60 0.57 0.59 0.032 NS 0.56 0.62 0.026 * 
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2.4.3 Effects of feeding level 
The proportion of time spent lying was significantly affected by feeding level, 
with low fed pigs spending less time lying than high fed pigs (Table 2.3: F(1, 11 1)=6.26; 
P<0.05). The rate of lying was also significantly affected by feeding level, with low 
fed pigs changing to a lying posture less frequently than high fed pigs (Table 2.3: 
F(2111)=6.24; P<0.05). It was also found that the low fed pigs spent a greater 
proportion of time within the test rooting the substrate (Table 2.3: F(1111)=7.09; 
P<0.01) than the high fed pigs (see also Figure 2.2a). There was no significant effect 
of feeding level or stimulus on either the rate or proportion of stepping behaviour. 
Food restricted pigs spent more time chewing the food stimulus 
(F(1,111)=19.87; P<0.001) than high fed pigs and in the majority of cases (16 out of 24 
tests) low fed pigs ate the food stimulus whereas all (24 out of 24 tests) high fed pigs 
did not. Low fed pigs also chewed the food stimulus at a higher rate (F(11I1)=22.3; 
P<0.001) than low fed pigs. Pigs were often observed to chew the food stimulus 
whilst static in Area I, and it was observed that the proportion of time spent in Area I 
was significantly affected by feeding level, with low fed pigs spending a greater 
proportion of time in Areal than high fed pigs (Table 2.3; F(1 '111)=6-28; P<0.05). It 
was also observed that low fed pigs spent less time drinking (F(1,111)=7.33; P<0.01), 
and took fewer visits to the water drinker (F (1,111) 10.46; P<0.01) than high fed pigs. 
None of the other behaviours were significantly affected by feeding level. 
2.4.4 Effects of stimulus 
It was shown that the rate of visits to Area I was affected by stimulus (see 
Figure 2.2b), with pigs provided with novel objects making more visits than pigs 
provided with either food or the control (F (211  1)=4.06; P<0.05). Casual observations 
indicated that pigs interacted with the novel objects by approaching Area I, nosing or 
rooting them and finally returning to Area H. It was observed on a number of 
occasions that pigs attempted to chew the novel objects, however, were prevented by 
the objects' physical design. There was no observable preference for a particular 
novel object type. The only other behaviour which was affected by stimulus was the 
rate of chewing the substrate (Table 2.3). 
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2.5 	Discussion 
There were no significant interactions between the effects of feeding level and 
the effects of stimulus in any of the results analysed, allowing the behavioural 
elements which had been affected by the treatments to be objectively categorised into 
either foraging related or intrinsic exploration related behaviours. Thus, where there 
was a significant effect of feeding level but not novel object presentation, the 
behaviour was linked solely to the feeding motivational system. In some cases it was 
clear that these elements directly represented appetitive foraging (extrinsic 
exploration). Conversely, where there was a significant effect of novel object 
presentation but not feeding level, the behaviour could be linked to the intrinsic 
exploratory motivational system. 
The manipulation of feeding level had a greater effect on behaviour than the 
test stimuli. Food restriction was expected to elevate the level of feeding motivation 
which could result in an increase in the tendency to perform foraging related 
behaviours. The finding that food restricted pigs spent less time lying and changed 
posture to lying less often than pigs fed ad libitum is consistent with this suggestion. 
It was expected that stepping behaviour would be affected by feeding level, being 
indicative of the locomotion typically associated with foraging behaviour (Stolba and 
Wood-Gush, 1989). However, it was shown that neither feeding level nor the 
provision of food had an effect on stepping behaviour during tests. In a study by 
Jensen et al. (1993) it was shown that pigs fed ad libitum a diet inadequate in crude 
protein did spend a greater proportion of test time stepping. Other studies on the 
relationship between general activity and food deprivation have also produced 
equivocal results; some suggesting that locomotion is slightly increased by food 
deprivation (Campbell and Sheffield, 1953) and others that locomotion is decreased 
(Montgomery, 1953). These discrepancies could well reflect differences in 
experimental design since Campbell and Sheffield (1953) and Jensen et al. (1993) 
quantified locomotion in familiar home-cages, whilst Montgomery (1953) and the 
present experiment used a less familiar testing environment. Food restricted 
individuals which are highly familiar with their home-cages would not expect their 
environment to contain food and could, in the short term, increase their motivation to 
escape in order to forage (Fehrer, 1956), which could account for the increase in 
general activity. It is also possible that 'forced' exposure to an unfamiliar testing 
environment could influence the level of locomotion by either a loss of control 
(Welker, 1957), or by the individual reacting to the relative novelty of the 
environment (Febrer, 1956; Van Rooijen, 1990). 
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Food restricted pigs also rooted the substrate significantly more than pigs fed 
ad libitum, suggesting that this increase was linked to feeding motivation, and 
represented appetitive foraging behaviour, because it was independent of test stimuli. 
This finding is consistent with the work of Jensen el al. (1993) who showed that pigs 
fed a diet restricting in protein, but not energy content, rooted the straw significantly 
more than pigs fed a diet supplying sufficient crude protein and energy. However, 
they also observed a decrease in rooting behaviour over a three week period, which 
was not evident in this study. It is hypothesised that the rooting behaviour associated 
with foraging has many functions, one of which may be to search through substrates 
(such as straw) for separate nutritional items. As the duration of the Jensen el al. 
(1993) study was relatively long (as compared with approximately six hours of total 
test time in this study) it is possible that the pigs had sufficient time to assess that 
there were no nutritional items contained within the straw, or indeed the straw per se 
was not a viable source of protein, leading to a reduction in foraging-related rooting 
behaviour. This explanation could be plausible as pigs have been shown to be highly 
adaptive and flexible foragers (Stolba and Wood-Gush, 1989; Young et al., 1994) and 
are possibly able to assess the success of their rooting behaviour (Haskell et al., 
1994). Feeding motivation was also linked to the elevated proportion of time that 
food restricted pigs spent in Area I relative to ad libitum fed pigs. This link was 
corroborated by the observation that in the majority of cases food restricted pigs ate 
the food stimulus (consummatory foraging), whereas all ad libitum fed pigs did not. 
As stimuli were always presented in Area I, it may be that pigs formed an association 
between this area of substrate and food availability. Thus, a relatively higher level of 
feeding motivation in conjunction with prior learning could direct foraging activity to 
a specific area (see Van Rooijen and Metz, 1987; Lawrence et al., 1993). As food 
could be viewed as being distributed in discrete patches in nature, an ability to learn 
about spatial availability would be a beneficial evolutionary strategy. 
Pigs spent a moderate proportion of the testing time chewing the 
woodbark/sand substrate, however this was unaffected by either food level or 
stimulus. A similar result was also produced in the work of Jensen el al. (1993) who 
found that the proportion of time spent chewing flooring substrates was unaffected by 
the protein content of food. It has been observed that exploratory behaviour patterns 
often decrease in occurrence with time (for a review see HInde, 1970). Therefore, it 
seems unlikely that the proportions of woodbarklsand directed chewing behaviour 
observed in this study were due to a residual amount of either intrinsic or extrinsic 
exploration, because the data were not subject to a replicate effect. It has been 
proposed that the motivation underlying the chewing behaviour may be under a 
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control which is independent of nutritional needs (Jensen et al., 1993), such that the 
act of chewing per se is self-reinforcing. 
The provision of novel objects introduced a point-source of novelty into a 
relatively familiar environment. Furthermore, once the test animals had interacted 
with them, the novel objects were able to act as a cue to the intrinsic exploratory 
motivational system, increasing the tendency to perform intrinsic exploratory 
behaviour. It was observed that the provision of novel objects produced an increase 
in the, rate of visits to Area I which was independent of feeding motivation. This 
response was attributed to intrinsic exploration because it was an orientation to a 
novel stimulus of little biological significance, agreeing with Wood-Gush and 
Vestergaard's (1989) assumption that the investigation of a novel object in an animal's 
habitual environment reflects intrinsic exploration. 
It is proposed that a clearer understanding of both the feeding and exploratory 
motivational systems would allow many pig welfare concerns to be objectively 
tackled. For example, husbandry practices could be modified to target the underlying 
motivational causes of behaviours such as tall-biting by providing high incentive cues 
which are of direct relevance to specific motivations. Consequently, in showing that 
appetitive foraging behaviour and intrinsic exploratory behaviour are able to be 
experimentally distinguished, it is proposed that the isolated investigation of each 
motivational system is a viability. 
	
2.6 	Conclusions 
This study has illustrated that appetitive foraging (extrinsic exploration) and 
intrinsic exploration are able to be experimentally separated by the controlled 
manipulation of both feeding motivation and specific environmental stimuli. Future 
research should focus on the potential transfer of information between intrinsic 
exploratory behaviour and other motivational systems. 
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Chapter Three 
An investigation into the 
causation of chewing behaviour 
in growing pigs: the role of 
intrinsic exploration and 
feeding motivation. 
Day, J. E. L., Kyriazakis, I. and Lawrence, A. B . * 
*Based on a paper in press for publication in: Applied Animal Behaviour Science. 
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3.1 	Abstract 
Growing pigs spend a considerable amount of time chewing substrates in their 
environment, however, it is currently unclear if this behaviour reflects feeding 
motivation, intrinsic exploratory motivation or a combination of both. Therefore, the 
aim of this experiment was to test the hypothesis that the causation of chewing 
involves a combination of both intrinsic exploration and feeding motivation, where the 
behaviour is initiated through intrinsic exploration, but then sustained by feeding 
motivation. Thirty-six pigs (initial body weight 63.9; s.d. 5.8 kg) were housed 
individually in flat-deck pens and exposed to a feeding regime which supplied crude 
protein at high levels and close to requirements, but imposed either a high (H) or low 
(L) level of energy restriction. Their behaviour was subsequently recorded on 10 
separate days in tests lasting for 6 hours whilst they had access to an initially novel 
length of tubing which exuded either a solution of sucrose (SUC), saccharin (SACC), 
or water as a control (WAT). A measure of intrinsic exploratory activity was 
obtained by providing an identical control-tube which exuded only water. The results 
indicated that the chewing of the control-tube was representative of intrinsic 
exploration because it had decreased to a consistent basal level by day 6, and was not 
affected by feeding motivation (proportion of scans: 0.019 v. 0.017 for L and H 
respectively; s.e.d. 0.0027; NS). The chewing of the treatment-tube was significantly 
affected by both feeding-level (P<0.001) and solution (P<0.01), and there was a 
significant feeding-level x solution interaction (proportion of scans L: 0.018, 0.031 
and 0.065, and H: 0.016, 0.016 and 0.022 for WAT, SACC and SUC respectively; 
s.e.d. 0.0082; P<0.05). Comparisons of means indicated that only the L fed pigs 
provided with SACC and SUC chewed the treatment-tubes more often than the 
control-tubes. The results indicate that feeding motivated chewing was moderately 
reinforced by taste, but strongly reinforced and perpetuated by taste paired with a 
relevant source of nutrients. This supports the hypothesis that chewing behaviour 
may be initiated through intrinsic exploratory behaviour, but then sustained by feeding 
motivation. 
Keywords: 	Pig; Feeding motivation; Intrinsic exploration; Chewing behaviour 
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3.2 	Introduction 
Studies of wild and feral pigs have indicated that chewing behaviour is utilised 
extensively during both foraging and exploratory activity (Stotha and Wood-Gush, 
1989; Graves, 1984). It is clear that these types of behaviour patterns are also present 
in domestic stock because growing pigs are observed to spend a considerable amount 
of time chewing the substrates in their environment (Stolba and Wood-Gush, 1989; 
Fraser etal., 1991; Jensen etal., 1993). The chewing behaviour of growing pigs has 
been exposed to scientific investigation on many occasions because of its link to the 
serious welfare problem of tail-biting (Ewbank, 1973; van Putten and Dammers, 
1986; Fraser, 1987a, 1987b; Fraser et al., 1991; Feddes and Fraser, 1994). However, 
there is still no motivational explanation which adequately describes the causation of 
these behaviours because it is unclear if chewing behaviour reflects feeding 
motivation, exploratory motivation, or a combination of both (Day et al., 1995). This 
confusion is illustrated by the existence of apparently contradictory results in the 
literature, with some papers clearly indicating that chewing behaviour is mediated by 
feeding motivation (Fraser, 1987a, 1987b; Fraser et al., 1991), and others advocating 
that chewing behaviour represents exploratory motivation (van Putten and Dammers, 
1986). Whilst it would be scientifically convenient for chewing behaviour to be 
controlled, solely, by one type of motivation, this theory appears unlikely because 
many behaviours such as foraging utilise exploration during their appetitive phase (see 
Day et al., 1995). 
The proposition that the causation of chewing behaviour may involve an 
alliance between exploratory and feeding motivation is consistent with theories 
suggesting that animals make foraging decisions based on both metabolic deficiencies 
in their internal state, and previous nutritional experience (for a review of pigs see 
Kyriazakis, 1994). However, the extent to which exploration and learning are 
implicated in these foraging decisions is poorly understood. It has been proposed that 
animals encounter information whilst exploring which facilitates subsequent decision 
making through learning (see Renner, 1990 and Renner and Seltzer, 1994). This 
paper proposes that the initial exploratory chewing of a novel substrate may lead to 
nutritional feedback being acquired which could modify subsequent foraging 
behaviour. The aim of this experiment was to test this hypothesis by allowing pigs, 
with either a high or low level of energy restriction, to chew an initially novel length 
of tubing which exuded either a sucrose solution, a saccharin solution or water. An 
index of exploratory activity was obtained by providing each pig with an identical 
length of tubing which exuded only water. Whilst an individual was expressing 
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exploratory chewing behaviour, it was expected that: a) sucrose would reinforce the 
level of feeding motivated chewing because the solution provided both a sweet taste 
and a source of energy; b) saccharin would only temporarily reinforce the level of 
feeding motivated chewing because the solution provided a sweet taste but not a 
source of energy; and c) water would not reinforce the level of feeding motivated 
chewing because the solution provided neither a sweet taste, nor a source of energy. 
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3.3 	Materials and Methods 
3.3.1 Animals 
The experimental subjects were 36 Fl Large White x Landrace pigs 
(Cotswold Pig Development Company, Lincoln, UK), with an initial body weight of 
63.9 kg (s.d. 5.80 kg). Two replicates were performed, each using 18 pigs (9 entire 
males and 9 females). These pigs had been weaned at four weeks of age and group-
housed in a straw-bedded yard until 16 weeks of age and the start of the experiment. 
They had previously been fed on commercial foods (Ultra Wean, Dalgety Agriculture 
Limited, Bristol, UK and Growlean, BOCM Pauls Limited, Ipswich, UK). 
3.3.2 Husbandry 
Animals were housed individually in flat-deck pens measuring 1.4 m x 1.9 m. 
The pens were constructed from metal panels which were 1.0 m high. The panels 
were made from horizontal metal tubing covered with sheets of solid metal on the 
lower 0.5 m. The floor of the pens was 0.5 m above ground level and was 
constructed from high-density plastic slatting. The pens were arranged in two parallel 
rows of nine pens, either side of a central working area. This arrangement allowed 
each individual pig to have sight, smell and a limited degree of tactile contact with its 
conspecifics. Each individual had unrestricted access to a water-drinker and a food-
trough. The thermostat in the experimental area was set to 16 °C and achieved a mean 
daily maximum temperature of 16.6 0C (s. d. 1.20 C) and a minimum of 15.1 C (s. d. 
0.17°C) during replicate one, and a mean daily maximum temperature of 16.0 °C (s. d. 
0.31 °C) and a minimum of l50 °C (s.d. 0.76°C) during replicate two. Throughout 
the experiment the animals were exposed to a 12:12 hour light:dark regime (lights on 
at 06:30 h), and were fed daily at 09:00 h when food refusals were removed, weighed 
and discarded, and then the daily allowance fed. The pens were cleaned thrice weekly 
at 16:00 h when faeces were removed and the flooring flushed with clean water. 
The pigs were housed for 12 days prior to testing to acclimatise to the 
environmental conditions. During this period, all animals had ad libitum access to a 
basal diet (for the formulation, see Table 3.2 - diet 1). After the acclimatisation 
period, the mean daily food intake for each individual was calculated using the 










3.3.3 Chewing apparatus 
A tube was designed which was able to be filled with different solutions from 
an external reservoir (design by the Scottish Centre for Agricultural Engineering, SAC 
Edinburgh, UK; see Figure 3.1). 
External 
reservoir 
Figure 3.1 A diagram of the chewing-tube and support frame. 
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The chewing-tube was constructed from a 0.3 m length of braided plastic 
tubing (0.03 m diameter braided PVC, Hydrasun Limited, Broxburn, UK) which was 
able to be crushed by the chewing action of a growing pig. This tube was occluded at 
one end by a high-density plastic stopper and was perforated (332 holes.m 2) using a 
hypodermic needle (21 gauge Monoject, Sherwood Medical, Crawley, UK). Pilot 
studies determined that this perforation coverage allowed the solutions contained in 
the reservoir to exude from the chewing-tube during the mechanical shearing forces 
typically associated with chewing behaviour. A metal support frame allowed the 
entire apparatus to be firmly attached to the side of the penning and supported the end 
of the chewing-tube 0.5 m above floor level. 
Each pig was presented with two such chewing-tubes, the first was termed the 
'control-tube' and was filled with water, and the second was termed the 'treatment-
tube' and was filled with different liquids to vary the type of feedback gained through 
the performance of chewing behaviour. The position of the chewing-tubes was 
balanced within each treatment. Prior to their presentation to the animal, the 
reservoirs were always filled with the solutions to maintain a constancy of chewing 
feedback. To aid the identification of each chewing-tube by the observer, the lids of 
the reservoirs were coloured blue for the control-tube and red for the treatment-tube. 
These colours were not visible to the animals during testing. 
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3.3.4 Behavioural records 
During testing the behaviour of nine animals was recorded concurrently by 
scan sampling using a five minute interval and categories contained in a previously 
defined ethogram (Table 3.1). The broad categories used were the animal's behaviour 
and the substrate the behaviour was directed towards. 
Table 3.1 The ethogram used to record behavioural responses 
Behaviour 	 Description 
Behaviour 
Nosing Moving the nasal disc near a substrate 
Rooting Displacing substrate with circular movements of snout 
Chewing Chewing substrate 
Comfort Rubbing body against environment 
Feeding Consuming food 
Drinking Consuming water 
Alert Motionless, eyes open 
Inactive Motionless, eyes closed 
Substrates 
Control-tube 	 The chewing-tube filled with water 
Treatment-tube The chewing-tube filled with the treatment solution 
Environment 	 Any other part of the penning 
3.3.5 Experimental procedure 
Within each replicate, 18 pigs were exposed to one of six treatments. The 
treatments were arranged in a three x two factorial design, consisting of two feeding-
levels and three different types of stimulus which could be encountered during 
chewing (see below). The animals were randomly allocated to treatments such that 
the sexes were balanced between replicates and treatments. 
The stimuli which the pigs encountered during chewing were manipulated by 
filling the lumen of the treatment-tube with either; a) a sucrose solution at a 
concentration of 1.0 kg litre* b) a saccharin solution at a concentration of 0.003 kg 
litre-1 ; or c) water. The concentration of the sucrose solution was chosen to maximise 
the amount of sucrose delivered during a bout of chewing, without the solution 
becoming too viscous and restricting flow through the chewing-tube perforations. 
The concentration of the saccharin solution was calculated to produce a fluid of equal 
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sweetness to that of the sucrose solution (for a scale of sweetness, see Nabors and 
Gelardi, 1991). The sucrose solution provided a source of digestible energy (DE) at a 
concentration of 16.5 MJ DE.litre, and neither the saccharin solution nor the water 
supplied any DE. 
Energy restriction was chosen to manipulate feeding motivation because it was 
important that the type of nutrient deficiency imposed matched the stimuli which the 
animals could encounter during chewing. Therefore, two feeding regimes were 
devised which supplied DE at two different levels (low or high). To achieve these 
feeding levels, two isoenergetic foods (diet I and diet 2) were formulated which 
differed in their crude protein (Cl?) content, but had the same DE level (Table 3.2). 
Table 3.2 The composition and chemical analysis of the foods 
Ingredient (kg/t) diet 1 
Food 
diet 2 
Wheat 603.4 329.7 
Barley 104.1 220.5 
High protein soya 167.2 312.8 
Di-calcium Phosphate 5.3 11.5 
Molasses (CMS 20) 50.5 50.5 
Mineral and Vitamin mix 20.0 25.4 
Fish Meal (Seapak 66) 50.0 50.0 
Salt - 0.1 
TOTAL 1000.0 1000.0 
Comnosition (P-/k2 fresh food 
Digestible energy (MJfkg)' 	 13.75 	13.75 
Dry matter 	 849 	 854 
Crude protein 184 224 
Ash 	 67 	 79 
1 Calculated value 
The high fed individuals were given ad libitum access to the diet I because it 
was formulated to meet both the DE and CP requirements of this type and size of pig 
(Kyriazakis el al., 1993). The low fed individuals, however, were fed diet 2 at 70 11/o 
of their measured ad libitum (see section 3.2). Diet 2 was abundant in CP and 
minerals, and was intended to restrict DE intake whilst supplying the same amounts of 
CP and minerals as diet I when fed at a 70% restriction. To ensure that the levels of 
feeding motivation had established, the relevant feeding-level was imposed for two 
days prior to the initiation of testing. 
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The pigs were divided into two groups, which were balanced for treatment, 
and tested on alternate days for ten days each. On each of the testing days, the two 
tubes were attached to the front of each animal's penning at 08:15 h, and behavioural 
samples were subsequently recorded between 08:30 h and 15:00 h. At the end of 
each observation day, the apparatus was removed from the penning, the reservoirs 
emptied, and the entire system flushed with clean water to remove any residual 
solution. 
3.3.6 Statistical analysis 
The number of observations recorded for each of the behavioural elements 
was determined, expressed as a proportion of the total number of scans, and square 
root transformed to meet the requirements of parametric statistics. These transformed 
data were then analysed using the analysis of variance function of GENSTAT V 
(Lawes agricultural trust, 1987). It was shown that there were no effects of replicate, 
or sex in any of the results analysed, therefore, these data were pooled. 
The effects of feeding-level and stimulus were determined using an analysis of 
variance for repeated measures. Post hoc comparisons of means were made using the 
LSD test (see Snedecor and Cochran, 1989). It was assumed that the behaviour each 
animal directed towards the control-tube was representative of its level of exploratory 
chewing behaviour. Therefore, to determine if an individual was chewing the 
treatment-tube at a level significantly higher than intrinsic exploration, two-tailed 
paired t-tests were used to identify the treatments in which the difference between 
treatment- and control-tube directed chewing differed from zero. 
The time series data were analysed using a two step procedure. First, a series 
of comparisons were made to identify the treatments in which were there were time 
effects. These comparisons involved identifying if the difference between day one and 
subsequent days was different from zero. It was hypothesised that if a significant 
difference was detected which persisted across all subsequent days, the data could be 
viewed as being affected by time. This type of test was chosen because it provided a 
broad indication of when the chewing behaviour differed from the level observed on 
day one. Second, where there was a significant effect of time, another series of 
comparisons was performed to identify the days on which the difference between the 
treatment-tube and control-tube differed from zero. Two tailed paired t-tests were 
used in all of these stages because they provided a comparison which did not 
incorporate repeated measures (Ryan etal., 1992). 
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3.4 	Results 
3.4.1 Effects of feeding-level and stimulus on chewing behaviour 
The proportion of scans in which the pigs were observed to be chewing the 
water-filled control-tube was not affected by stimulus (F(2,29)=1.25; P>0.05), or 
feeding-level (F(2,29)=1 .37; P>0.05). However, there was a highly significant effect of 
stimulus on the proportion of scans in which the pigs were chewing the treatment-
tube (see Figure 12; F(2,29)=17.54; P<0.001). 
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Figure 3.2 The effect feeding-level and chewing-stimulus on the proportion of scans in 
which the pigs were observed to chew the treatment-tube. 
The mean proportion of scans in which the animals were observed to be 
chewing the treatment-tube was 0.017, 0.024 and 0.044 for water, saccharin and 
sucrose respectively (s.e.d. 0.0065). It was also shown that there was a highly 
significant effect of feeding-level on the proportion of scans in which the pigs were 
chewing the treatment-tube (see Figure 3.2; F(1 ,29)=8. 18; P<0.01). The mean 
proportion of scans in which the animals were observed to be chewing the treatment-
tube was 0.038 and 0.018 for the low and high feeding-levels respectively (s.e.d. 
0.0053). Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between feeding-level and 
stimulus (see Figure 3.2; F(2,29)=5.33; P<0.05). Post hoc comparisons of means 
showed that the difference between low and high feeding-levels was strongest for 
sucrose, intermediate for saccharin, and non-significant for water (LSD test: P<0.001, 
P<0.05 and P>0.05 for sucrose, saccharin and water respectively). Furthermore, 
when the difference between control-tube chewing and treatment-tube chewing was 
compared with zero, significant differences were only found when the low fed pigs 
encountered sucrose (mean difference: 0.062 ± 0.0054; P<0.01) and saccharin (mean 
difference: 0.014 ± 0.0054; P<0.05). 
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3.4.2 Effects of time on chewing behaviour 
It was found that only the treatment-tube directed chewing behaviour of the 
low fed animals which encountered sucrose was affected by time. The effect of time 
on sucrose first became evident on day four when the difference between day one and 
subsequent days was elevated significantly above zero (two-tailed paired t-test: 
t(5)=2.33, P<0.05); an effect which persisted and strengthened during the remainder of 
the experiment (see Figures 3.3a and b). 
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Figure 3.3 The proportion of scans which the low fed pigs were observed to chew a) the 
sucrose-filled treatment-tube (•) and the water-filled control-tube (0), and b) the 
saccharin-filled treatment-tube (•) and the water-filled control-tube (0). The values 
represent means and their associated standard errors. The significance levels indicate when 
the difference between the exploratory chewing of the control tube and the chewing of the 
treatment-tube was elevated above zero. 
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The last stage of the analysis involved identifying when there was a significant 
difference between the level of sucrose treatment- and control-tube directed chewing. 
These analyses found that the low fed individuals were observed to direct an 
increasing amount of chewing behaviour towards the sucrose treatment chewing-tube 
over the total observation period. The difference between the control- and sucrose 
treatment-tube was elevated significantly above zero from observation day two and 
increased in significance in later observation days (see Figure 3.3 a). 
3.4.3 Effects of feeding-level and stimulus on other behaviours 
There were no effects of stimulus on any of the other behaviours analysed. 
However, feeding-level was found to have a highly significant effect on the proportion 
of scans in which the pigs were both standing (F(},29) =23.54; P<0.001), and lying 
(F(1,29)=20.81 )  P<0.001). The mean proportion of scans in which the pigs were 
standing was 0.39 and 0.24 for low and high fed individuals respectively (s.e.d. 
0.03 1), and the mean proportion of scans in which the pigs were lying was 0.61 and 
0.76 for low and high fed individuals respectively (s.e.d. 0.030). Feeding level was 
also found to have a highly significant effect on the proportion of scans in which the 
pigs were inactive (F(129)=20.92; P<0.001). The mean proportion of scans in which 
the pigs were inactive was 0.58 and 0.71 for low and high fed individuals respectively 
(s.e.d. 0.029). 
Feeding and drinking behaviour was also found to be affected by feeding level 
(feeding: F(1,29)-53.21; P<0.001; drinking: F(1a9)=4.45; P<0.05). The mean 
proportion of scans in which the pigs were drinking was 0.021 and 0.015 for low and 
high fed individuals respectively (s.e.d. 0.0029). In addition, it was found that the 
proportion of scans in which the pigs were chewing the environment was not affected 
by feeding level (F(1,29) 0.72; P=0.402). 
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3.5 	Discussion 
It was found that the chewing behaviour directed towards the control-tubes 
remained at a relatively low basal level which was significantly different from zero, 
and was not affected by the level of feeding motivation. This type of behaviour is 
thought to represent the exploratory sampling behaviour which is usually associated 
with progressive information gathering (see Hlnde, 1970; Day et al., 1995). It is 
proposed that this type of exploratory behaviour is of central importance in the 
development of foraging strategies because it allows pigs to encounter different types 
of nutritional stimuli and evaluate the resulting types of feedback. This proposition 
was corroborated in the present experiment because it was found that the different 
stimuli encountered during intrinsic exploration significantly affected the level of 
chewing-tube directed chewing. This effect constituted both sucrose and saccharin, 
but not water, reinforcing chewing activity above exploratory levels. The strength of 
the reinforcement was greatest for the sucrose solution and rather lower, but 
significant, for the saccharin solution. This ranking is likely to reflect the 
reinforcement value of different types of feedback. For example, a sweet taste paired 
with a relevant supply of nutrients (e.g. sucrose) should be more reinforcing than 
solely a sweet taste (e.g. saccharin). Other studies have indicated that animals have a 
strong preference for both nutritive and non-nutritive sweet solutions (rats: Smith and 
Duffy, 1957; pigs: Kennedy and Baldwin, 1972), however, the effects of non-nutritive 
sweeteners such as saccharin are often relatively temporary (Aldinger et al., 1959; 
Burritt and Provenza, 1992). The preference for sweetness per se could reflect a 
strategy to obtain dietary energy; however, the absence of increasing reinforcement 
over time is consistent with theories of nutrition which suggest that animals are able 
to sense the efficacy of their foraging behaviour in correcting specific nutrient 
deficiencies present in their internal state (Emmans, 1981; Kyriazakis, 1994). 
The present results are consistent with these nutritional theories because the 
effects of sucrose and saccharin reinforcement were elevated in the energy restricted 
individuals compared with their ad libitum fed counterparts. Other studies of the 
chewing behaviour of pigs further confirm that an individual's behaviour is able to 
respond to specific nutrient deficiencies such as for protein (Fraser, 1987a) and 
minerals (Fraser, 1987b). These observations not only indicate that foraging 
behaviour may be sensitive to specific nutrient deficiencies, but also that a higher level 
of feeding motivation may increase the reinforcement value of a goal (Bolles, 1972; 
Cabanac and Ferber, 1987), strengthening the continuing argument that animals are 
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able to closely assess the consequences of their behaviour (see Rushen and de Passillé, 
1995). 
Whilst the sweet taste provided by the saccharin solution slightly reinforced 
feeding motivated chewing, it was shown that the absolute level of chewing activity 
was very low, and not significantly affected by time. These results suggest that the 
reinforcement produced by saccharin may have either increased the novelty of the 
treatment-tube, or may have reflected a short-term foraging response. The 
combination of the sweet taste and the source of digestible energy supplied by the 
sucrose, however, was found to strongly reinforce feeding motivated chewing in a 
manner which was significantly affected by time. Further observations within the 
sucrose treatments showed that the feeding motivated pigs did not chew the 
treatment-tube at a level which was significantly higher than exploratory levels until 
observation day two, and 6.5 hours of total experience time. This observation 
suggests that these were the conditions required for the feedback gathered during 
intrinsic exploration to reinforce the expression of feeding motivated chewing 
behaviour. The persistence of the chewing behaviour above exploratory levels is 
suggestive of a conditioned association having been established between the 
performance of feeding motivated chewing behaviour and subsequent taste/nutritional 
reinforcement. This type of conditioning is thought to be the mechanism by which 
behavioural strategies are shaped to achieve motivational goals (see Lawrence et al., 
1993), and could be one of the mechanisms underlying the causation of tail-biting. 
There are, however, questions concerning the causation of chewing behaviour 
in growing pigs which remain to be addressed. Whilst this work suggests that 
chewing behaviour is sustained at high levels of feeding motivation only when the 
activity obtains a suitable reinforcer, however, other studies by Jensen et al. (1993) 
and Day et al. (1995) have found relatively high levels of chewing behaviour when 
nutritionally poor reinforcers such as straw and woodbark were present. The chewing 
behaviour reported by Jensen et al. (1993) and Day et al. (1995) was sustained at 
relatively high levels and therefore does not appear to reflect exploratory motivation 
because exploratory behaviour typically extinguishes with increasing exposure to a 
novel stimulus (Hinde, 1970; Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 1989; Rushen, 1993). An 
extinction may not have occurred because Jensen et al. (1993) and Day el al. (1995) 
used relatively immature individuals whose exploratory chewing behaviour was more 
persistent. This type of age effect has been observed in other studies of pigs (Huang 
etal., 1994) and rats (Almeida etal., 1994) suggesting that the expression of intrinsic 
exploration can be more prevalent in juvenile animals than adults, and may be of 
central importance in the learning processes necessary for behavioural development. 
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However, further studies would be necessary to ascertain how the expression of 
chewing behaviour is controlled at the different stages of maturity. 
In conclusion, the results from this experiment support the hypothesis that 
growing pigs can acquire nutritional information during exploratory chewing. 
Furthermore, when this nutritional feedback is relevant to a specific nutrient 
deficiency present in an individual's internal state, an appropriate foraging behaviour 
may be adopted. The results also suggest that the chewing behaviour of growing pigs 
can be slightly reinforced by a sweet taste, however, this reinforcement is not 
maintained because a relevant supply of nutrients is not present. Whilst the results 
suggest that pigs are able to closely assess the consequences of their foraging 
behaviour, future work should focus on the nature and flexibility of the learned 
associations present when a new foraging strategy is adopted. 
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4.1 	Abstract 
Feeding motivation is often measured using operant conditioning, however, 
most of the schedules used alter the underlying level of motivation by repeatedly 
presenting small quantities of food. A solution to this problem could he in the use of 
a second-order schedule of reinforcement, which ultimately delivers food 
reinforcement, but is composed of a number of sub-schedules which terminate in the 
presentation of a conditioned stimulus (CS). The action of this CS facilitates 
responding at very high ratios without extinction and could allow the assessment of 
feeding motivation in the period preceding the first food reinforcement. This paper 
reports on two experiments which aimed to investigate if pigs would respond for food 
delivered under a second-order schedule. The results from Experiment 1 found that 
pigs will respond for food delivered under a second-order schedule, but was unable to 
show that the CS reinforced operant responding because its efficacy may have been 
reduced by stimulus overshadowing. Experiment 2 addressed this issue by feed 
restricting twelve male pigs (initial body weight 68.2; s.d. 4.17 kg) to 60% of their ad 
libitum intake and training them to express a fixed ratio of 5 operant responses for 
40g of food reinforcement, whilst also becoming classically conditioned to a 
conditioned stimulus (CS) associated with food reinforcement. Subsequently, during 
6 consecutive two hour tests, individuals were exposed to one of three types of 
operant schedules, either: (a) Second order (SO) where initially 5 operant responses 
yielded the CS and food reinforcement, after which the number of units of 5 operant 
responses and CS required to deliver food was incremented by one following each 
successive food reinforcement, (b) Fixed ratio (FR), which was analogous to (a) but 
did not present the CS after each unit of 5 operant responses, or (c) Extinction (EX), 
which was analogous to (a) but omitted the food reinforcement. The EX individuals 
did not continue to respond after the schedule was introduced, and SO individuals 
expressed a higher number of 5 operant response units within each testing period than 
FR individuals (86.3 v. 43.3; s.e.d. 19.45 units/test; P<0.05). The CS presented 
.within treatment SO produced a longer pause in responding than was observed at a 
corresponding stage of treatment FR (8.0 v. 5.0; s.e.d. 0.92 seconds; P<0.05); 
characterised by an increased proportion of time spent investigating the reinforcement 
trough, and an increased rate of monitoring the environment. It was concluded that a 
second order schedule may, indeed, be able to measure feeding motivation in the 
absence of food reinforcement. 
Keywords: 	Pig; Feeding motivation; Second-order schedule 
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4.2 Introduction 
The concept of feeding motivation has been widely used in studies of feeding 
behaviour because it simplifies a complex interaction of both metabolic and 
environmental factors into one intervening variable (for a review see Lawrence et al., 
1993). The feeding motivation of pigs has become the focus of investigation not only 
because of its control over feeding behaviour, but also for its implication in the 
causation of certain abnormal behaviours such as tail biting (see Fraser, 1987; Fraser 
ci al., 1991) and stereotypies (see Terlouw et al., 1991). Historically, the feeding 
motivation of pigs has been assessed by a variety of techniques such as the quantity of 
food eaten (e.g. Miller, 1957), the feeding rate (e.g. Doucet and van Straalen, 1980), 
and conditioned avoidance techniques (e.g. Petherick ci al., 1992). However, the 
most widely used methodology is operant conditioning where an association is formed 
between a behavioural response (termed an operant response) and a motivationally 
significant reinforcer (e.g. Lawrence and Illius, 1989). The major benefit of using 
operant conditioning to measure feeding motivation lies in its precision because the 
intensity of the operant response is thought to closely reflect the motivation to obtain 
the reinforcer. To measure feeding motivation, most studies investigate the level of 
operant responding that an animal is prepared to perform to gain access to food 
(Dellmeier, 1989). There are many different reinforcement schedules available to 
manipulate operant behaviour and assess feeding motivation (see Ferster and Skinner, 
1957). The nature of these schedules, however, poses a problem because most 
involve the repeated ingestion of small quantities of food which alters the underlying 
level of feeding motivation. This problem is accentuated by the possibility that 
whenever a feeding motivated animal is presented with food reinforcement it could 
behave in a manner seemingly unrelated to its motivational state, perhaps in response 
to the 'arousing' influence of the small meal (Wayner, 1974; Killeen ci al., 1978; 
Terlouw ci al., 1993). These problems are often ignored in studies of feeding 
motivation (e.g. Lawrence and Illius, 1989), and indeed have been erroneously 
thought not to exist (Everitt ci al., 1987). Therefore, it was thought to be necessary 
to develop a method of assessing the level of feeding motivation which does not 
involve the ingestion of food. It is proposed that the solution could be the use of a 
second-order operant conditioning schedule which dissociates bouts of operant 
responding from food reinforcement. These types of schedule have been successfully 
employed to deliver sexual and food reinforcement in male rats (Everitt ci al., 1987), 
and drug administration in primates (Goldberg ci al., 1976; Katz, 1979), however, 
they have not been applied to the study of feeding motivation per Se. 
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A second-order schedule can be viewed as a schedule which ultimately 
presents primary reinforcement (e.g. food presentation) but is composed of a number 
of sub-schedules (Marr, 1969). Each of the sub-schedules terminates with the 
presentation of a stimulus (e.g. a tone or a light), which is thought to reinforce 
operant behaviour through its selective association with primary reinforcement and is 
described as being a conditioned stimulus (CS; for a review see Kelleher, 1966). The 
action of the CS could allow more sub-schedules to be inserted into the overall 
schedule and thus to facilitate responding at very high ratios without extinction (e.g. 
Everitt el al., 1987). This protraction of schedule may allow motivation to be 
assessed in the period preceding primary reinforcement. 
The aim of this paper was to determine whether pigs will respond for food 
delivered under a second-order schedule of reinforcement, and furthermore to 
discover the nature of the association established between the CS and primary 
reinforcement. It was hypothesised that the presentation of the CS after the 
completion of small sub-schedules would enable the overall schedule to be protracted 
to a level beyond that achievable in its absence, and this protraction would be possible 
because the CS causes an increase in the expectancy of food delivery. 
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4.3 	General Methods 
The experimental subjects were entire male Fl Large White x Landrace pigs 
(Cotswold Pig Development Company Limited, Lincoln, UK). Two experiments 
were performed, the first using 18 pigs with an initial body weight of 39.0 kg (s.e.m. 
0.55), and the second using 12 pigs with an initial body weight of 68.2 kg (s.c.m. 
1.04). These pigs had previously been weaned at four weeks of age and group 
housed until the start of each experiment. 
The experimental unit contained five rooms. Two of these rooms acted as 
home-pen accommodation, each containing four individual pens measuring 1.8 m x 
2.3 in, two on each side of a service area. These pens were constructed from vertical 
metal tubing which allowed each individual sight, smell and limited tactile contact 
with another pig. Each home-pen contained a floor mounted water-drinker and food-
trough. The three remaining rooms within the experimental unit were used as testing 
areas, each containing a single pen measuring 3.6 in x 2.3 m with a floor mounted 
water-drinker. The flooring of all pens was slatted concrete at the rear of the pen 
whilst the front area was solid. Each room had a separate thermostat and these 
achieved a daily mean maximum of 19.2°C (s.e.m. 0.09) and a daily mean minimum of 
14.5°C (s.e.m. 0.08). Throughout the experimentation the lighting in all experimental 
areas was maintained on a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle (lights on at 0700 hours), and 
the home-pens were cleaned daily at 0800 h. All the food used in both experiments 
was of a commercial pelleted variety (Growlean, BOCM Pauls Limited, Renfrew, 
UK), containing 865 g dry matter, 200 g crude protein, 35 g ether extract, 55 g crude 
fibre, 60 g ash and 13.1 MJ digestible energy per kg fresh food. During both 
experiments the pigs were fed at 1630 h. 
Prior to the initiation of both experiments, the pigs were housed individually in 
their home-pens for 12 days in order for them to acclimatise to the environmental 
conditions. During this period all animals had ad libitum access to the experimental 
food. Their daily food intake was recorded by feeding measured quantities of food at 
0800 h and weighing food refusals 24 hours later. During the acdimatisation period, 
animals were also individually trained to be moved to a specific test-pen where they 
could explore the testing environment whilst the operant conditioning apparatus was 
absent. During Experiment 1, each pig was introduced into the appropriate test-pen 
on three occasions for seven hours. During Experiment 2, however, each pig was 
introduced on six occasions for three hours at either 0900 h until 1200 h (AM), or 
1300 hours until 1600 hours (PM). These introductions were balanced for time of 
day, and were performed to subsequently allow shorter testing periods. When the 
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acclimatisation period was completed, the mean daily food intake of the last six days 
was calculated for each animal. The pigs were subsequently feed restricted for the 
remainder of the experiment by individually feeding them an allowance which 
comprised 60% of their mean daily food intake. This type of feeding regime has 
previously been shown to elevate the level of feeding motivation of growing pigs (see 
Day et aL 1995), and was chosen to ensure that feeding motivation was the dominant 
motivation. 
The operant conditioning apparatus used during testing consisted of a food 
reinforcement trough and two manipulanda. The manipulanda were of a 'paddle' 
design (see Young etal., 1994) and were attached to the bars of the test-pen, 0.30 m 
from either side of the reinforcement trough, and 0.5 m above floor level. The 
manipulanda were calibrated so that a mean force of 100 N.m -1 (s.e.m. 0.5) was 
required to operate them (see Young et al., 1994). A modified electronic feeder 
(Orby Engineering Limited., Co. Armagh, UK) was employed to deliver measured 
quantities of food into the reinforcement trough. The manipulanda and feeder were 
connected to a microcomputer (BBC Master, Acorn Electronics Limited, UK) via a 
custom-built interface. Self-written software recorded the time of each response and 
food reinforcement and enabled a variety of reinforcement schedules to be imposed. 
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4.4 	Experiment 1 
4.4.1 Methods 
This experiment consisted of three replicates, each using six pigs. Prior to 
each replicate, three pigs were housed individually in each of the two home-pen 
rooms and acclimatised to the environmental conditions (see General Methods). 
4.4.2 Establishment of Operant Conditioning and Classical Conditioning 
Following the acclimatisation period, the pigs were conditioned on alternate 
days, within a 12 day period, during sessions lasting seven hours (0900 h until 1600 
h). One of the operant manipulanda was connected so that successive operant 
responses delivered food reinforcement (active manipulandum), however, the other 
was inoperative and was assumed to record residual levels of exploratory behaviour 
(inactive manipulandum; see Lawrence and Illius, 1989). The first aim of the 
conditioning period was to train pigs to express a fixed ratio of five operant responses 
on the active manipulandum for 40 g of food reinforcement (FRS). This was achieved 
by initially allowing the pigs to complete a fixed ratio of one operant response to 
receive food reinforcement then subsequently increasing this ratio through the series 
FRI, FR2, FR3, FR4 and FRS once the pig had obtained 20 reinforcements at each 
level. The ratio stopped increasing when each individual had attained FR5 and it 
remained fixed until the end of the conditioning period. 
The second aim of the conditioning period was to allow the pigs to become 
conditioned to associate a tone (conditioned stimulus-CS) with the delivery and 
ingestion of food. This was achieved concurrently to the operant conditioning 
training by producing the CS from one second before until nine seconds after food 
was delivered into the reinforcement trough. The CS was produced by the 
microcomputer and was amplified via a loudspeaker located 0.5 m behind the 
reinforcement trough, and was a tone of average frequency 2 KHz at a sound level 
equivalent to 65.9 dB (measured at 0.5 m using a Bruel and Kjr sound level meter - 
type 2231). This frequency and sound level was chosen because it has been shown to 
be readily audible by growing pigs (HeiTher and Heffner, 1990). 
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4.4.3 Introduction of Treatment Schedules 
Pigs were tested on alternate days within a 20 day period during sessions 
lasting seven hours (0900 h until 1600 h). One pig from each home-pen room was 
randomly allocated to one of the treatment schedules (Table 4. 1), either a) Second-
order (SO) where initially five operant responses yielded the CS and food 
reinforcement, after which the number of units of five operant responses and CS 
required to deliver food was incremented by one following 10 successive food 
reinforcements, b) Fixed ratio (FR), which was analogous to a) but did not present the 
CS after each response-sequence, or c) Extinction (EX) which was analogous to a) 
but omitted the terminal food reinforcement. The CS which was presented after each 
response-sequence lasted for two seconds, whereas the terminal CS associated with 
food reinforcement lasted for 10 seconds. The decision to increment the schedules 
after 10 food reinforcements and test for seven hours was formed on the basis of pilot 
studies which indicated that these levels were necessary to maintain operant 
responding at high ratios without extinction. 
Table 4.1 A description of the treatment schedules. During Experiment 1 the value of 'x' 
increased by one following ten successive food reinforcements. In Experiment 2 the value of 
'x' increased by one following each successive food reinforcement. 
Treatment 	Schedule 	 Schematic 	Description 
Second Order 	FRx (FR5:CS) 	x(..00.i') U 	Operates with FR5 units, CS 
(SO) presented after every unit, 
food presented after 'x' 
repetitions. 
Fixed Ratio 	 FRx (FRS) 	x(.....) U 	Operates with FR5 units, CS 
(FR) not presented after every 
unit, food presented after 'x' 
repetitions. 
Extinction 	 FRx (FR5:CS) 	x(69004) 'L. 	Operates with FR5 units, CS 
(EX) 	 presented after every unit, 
but no food is presented. 
= 	response-sequence 
= Conditioned Stimulus (CS) 
U 	= 
 
Primary Reinforcement (i.e. food) 
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At the end of each testing session the current number of response-sequences 
required to deliver food reinforcement was recorded for each pig and was used to re-
start the next testing session. In this manner, an individual commenced responding on 
a schedule which was at the same level as that at the end of its previous session. The 
quantity of food ingested during each session was determined and, if this was less than 
the daily 60% food allowance, the remainder was fed in the home-pen at 1630 h. 
4.4.4 Data Analysis 
For each testing session, the number of operant responses directed towards 
both the active and inactive manipulanda was calculated. The mean number of 
responses directed towards the inactive manipulandum during the separate testing 
days was determined and used as an index of exploratory activity. In addition, for 
each test using the SO and FR schedules, the mean pause observed after the 
completion of each response-sequence was calculated. A pause was defined as an 
inter-response interval greater than one second, but less then 30 seconds; a criterion 
which excluded pauses due to computer time-constraints or alternatively lying 
behaviour and bouts of other non-food directed behaviour. 
To meet the requirements of parametric statistics, the data were subjected to 
transformations where necessary in order to maximise normality. Most data were 
already normally distributed, however, the inter-sequence pause data were log 
transformed. These data were then analysed using GENSTAT V (Lawes Agricultural 
Trust, 1987). All treatment comparisons were made using a repeated measures 
analysis of variance (pigs nested within treatments). 
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4.4.5 Results 
Observations taken during the operant and classical conditioning period 
showed that the pigs quickly learned to press the active manipulandum to obtain food 
reinforcement. Exploratory' pressing of the inactive manipulandum declined over 
time but did not entirely extinguish (see Figure 4.1). During the conditioning period, 
the level of operant responding on the active manipulandum increased up to day four 
of training (see Figure 4. 1), when a 'steady-state' was established on a FR5 schedule 
which equated to a mean of 328.2 presses. session - 1 (s.e.m. 8.25), and a demand for 
2.63 kg of food.session 1 (s.e.m. 0.066). This demand was slightly in excess of the 


















1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 
Training Day 
Figure 4.1 The number of responses directed towards the active (0) and inactive (0) 
manipulandum during conditioning in Experiment 1. Values represent means and their 
associated standard error. 
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Once the treatment schedules had been imposed, it was observed that the pigs 
exposed to EX rapidly reduced their absolute level of operant responding (see Figure 
4.2). Two of these animals expressed unexpectedly large amounts of operant 
responding on days 9 and 10, which was a consequence of an equipment malfunction 
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1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 10 
Testing Day 
Figure 4.2 a) The mean number of responses directed towards the active manipulandum, 
and b) The mean quantity offood earned during the second-order (•) and fixed ratio (0) 
and extinction schedules (9) of Experiment 1. Values represent daily means. The standard 
error of the difference for the means of each treatment is included for reference. 
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It was shown that the extinction had reached a basal level which did not differ 
significantly from 'exploratory' levels (Table 4.2). 
Table 4.2 A comparison of the number of presses directed towards both the active and 
inactive manipulanda during Experiment 1. 
Treatment 	Active 	Inactive 	 P 
SO 	 4260 ± 552.0 	28 ± 4.2 	58.68 
FR 4311 ± 94.0 32 ± 6.3 52.32 
EX 	 106 ± 38.0 	47 ± 9.5 	 2.31 	 NS 
Further analysis concentrated mainly on the differences between the SO and 
FR treatments. It was shown that the absolute level of responding, for both 
treatments, increased approximately linearly up to day 6 or 7 when it underwent a 
reduction (see Figure 4.2). In addition, it was observed that both the SO and FR 
individuals expressed the majority of their operant. responses on the active 
manipulandum, and these levels of responding were shown to be significantly higher 
than 'exploratory' levels (Table 4.2). 
Using a repeated measures analysis of variance it was shown that there was no 
significant difference between the absolute levels of responding on the treatments SO 
and FR (F(1 ,10)=0.27;  NS). However, it was shown that the CS presented within the 
SO treatment caused individuals to pause significantly longer than at a corresponding 
stage of treatment FR. The mean pause observed for the SO treatment was 1.30 
seconds. response-sequence -1 , and the mean pause observed for the FR treatment was 
0.34 seconds. response-sequence -1 (F(1,10)=52.54; P<0.001; s.e.d. 0.132). 
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4.4.6 Discussion 
The results suggest that the pigs rapidly learned to press the active 
manipulandum for food reinforcement. The operant responding reached a 'steady-
state' which enabled pigs to earn most of their daily food intake operantly. This 
increase in responding indicates the inelastic demand function characteristic of food 
reinforcement (see Matthews and Ladewig, 1994). The reduction in responding 
observed during the EX treatment resulted from the omission of food reinforcement 
and reflects the food directed nature of the operant response and is typical of 
extinction tests which are used to determine the goal of the operant behaviour (see 
Ferster and Skinner, 1957). 
Previous studies have hypothesised that the CS is essential for the functioning 
of a second-order schedule (Goldberg el al., 1976; Everitt et al., 1987; Katz, 1979). 
In contrast to these hypotheses there were no significant differences between the 
levels of responding on the SO and FR schedules, suggesting that the CS did not 
enable SO individuals to operate the schedule in a more effective manner than FR 
individuals. However, it was shown that SO individuals paused longer on the 
completion of each response-sequence than FR individuals. This suggests that this 
increased post-response pause in the SO treatment may have arisen through the SO 
pigs investigating the trough following the presentation of the CS. Therefore, 
although we were not able to demonstrate that the CS increased overall levels of 
responding, the stimulus did appear to have exerted some control over the pig's 
behaviour suggestive of it increasing the expectancy of food reinforcement. 
The failure of the CS to increase the levels of responding of the SO animals 
could have arisen because the long duration of the testing period may have allowed 
the operant behaviour to become fixed and habitual in nature (see Dickinson, 1985). 
In addition, the large number of repetitions required at each stage of the schedule (i.e. 
10 reinforcements. level - 1 ) could have allowed the pigs to assess the duration of 
responding required to deliver food (fixed interval schedule; see Ferster and Skinner, 
1957), and consequently reduce the significance of the CS. This hypothesis was 
confirmed by the observation that the response curve for SO individuals was of a 
'scalloped' shape (see Figure 4.3). This type of response patterning is characteristic of 
fixed interval schedules because it is thought that individuals concentrate their 
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Figure 4.3 An example trace of a SO testing session during Experiment 1. The section of 
responding shown represents a fraction of the total test to illustrate the 'scalloped' pattern 
indicative ofa fixed-interval schedule. 
Furthermore, it could also be argued that the CS used was easily 
overshadowed by the sound of the feeder which may have acted as a better predictor 
of food delivery. This type of overshadowing has been illustrated in other studies of 
conditioning, and is particularly prevalent in situations where contextual cues are 
present concurrently to the target stimulus (e.g. Wagner, 1969; Mackintosh, 1976). 
In Experiment 2 we aimed to specifically address whether a very low number 
of food reinforcements at each stage of the schedule and a different CS would 
alleviate the problems encountered during Experiment 1. It was proposed that if the 
sound of the feeder operating was used as a CS, it would be possible to circumvent 
the problems of stimulus overshadowing. Furthermore, if only one food 
reinforcement was required at each stage of the schedule, instead of the 10 used 
previously, it would be possible to prevent animals from assessing the duration of the 
schedule whilst it is protracted. In addition, a shorter testing period may reduce the 
likelihood of the pig's operant responding becoming habitual and thus dissociated 
from feeding motivation. It was also proposed to record the behaviour of each 
individual whilst they were being tested to ascertain if the CS exerted some control 
over behaviour which could be attributed to an increased expectancy of food 
reinforcement. 
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4.5 	Experiment 2 
4.5.1 Methods 
This experiment consisted of two replicates, each using six pigs. Prior to each 
replicate, three pigs were housed individually in each of the two home-pen rooms and 
acclimatised to the environmental conditions (see General Methods). 
4.5.2 Establishment of Operant Conditioning and Classical Conditioning 
Following the acclimatisation period, the pigs were conditioned during six 
tests performed on six successive days, during either the morning (AM), or afternoon 
(PM). The procedure used was similar to that used during Experiment I but using a 
different CS. The CS used was the noise produced by the movement of food through 
a mechanical diversion valve and into a trough. The diversion valve was designed and 
constructed by the Scottish Centre for Agricultural Engineering, and when remotely 
operated, could either divert food into the reinforcement trough, or into an identical 
trough which was inaccessible and invisible to the pig. 
4.5.3 Introduction of Treatment Schedules 
After the end of the conditioning period, the pigs in each home-pen room 
group were allocated to one of the treatment schedules (Table 4.1). These schedules 
were identical to those used during Experiment 1, however, were made more severe 
by incrementing the number of five response-sequences required to deliver food by 
one following each successive food reinforcement. Tests were terminated using an 
identical method to that followed during Experiment 1. 
During all periods of operant responding the behaviour of the SO and FR 
animals was recorded using Atari Portfolio computers (Atari Corporation, Slough, 
UK) running Keybehaviour software (Deag, 1990). This allowed continuous focal 
samples to be taken during each two hour testing period using previously defined 
categories (Table 4.3). The categories used were the animal's posture, behaviour, and 
the substrate the behaviour was directed towards. 
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Table 4.3 The ethogram used to record behaviour during Experiment 2. 
Category 	 Description 
Posture 
Standing Body supported by all four legs 
Lying Body supported by side or belly 
Sitting Body supported by fore-legs and hind-quarters 
Kneeling Body supported by kneels and hind-legs 
Behaviour 
Feeding 	 Feeding from trough; either with head in trough, or chewing food with 
head out of trough 
Drinking 	 Drinking from water-drinker 
Monitoring Eyes open, head oriented towards food trough 
Inactive 	 Body immobile, whilst lying 
Nosing Moving the snout close, or in contact with a substrate 
Rooting 	 Massaging a substrate with upwards movements of the snout 
Mouthing Having a substrate (or part of a substrate) in the mouth 
Substrate 
Effective paddle 	Any part of the effective manipulandum 
Ineffective paddle Any part of the ineffective manipulandum 
Trough 	 Reinforcement trough or the food delivery tube 
Environment 	floor, slats, bars of the penning, wall or water-drinker 
4.5.4 Data Analysis 
The behavioural data-sets for each test were decoded and summarised using 
Keytime software (Deag, 1993), which yielded the rate of occurrence 
(occurrences. minute - ) and proportion of time (minutes. minute -  spent performing 
the separate behavioural categories of the ethograrn A rate is a useful for behavioural 
categories with a characteristically low duration such as monitoring, whereas a 
proportion can be used to describe behavioural categories which occur over more 
protracted periods of time. 
Data were produced in an identical manner as described for Experiment 1 and 
were also transformed where necessary. Treatment comparisons were, again, made 
using a repeated measures analysis of variance (pigs nested within treatments). 
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4.5.5 Results 
A similar pattern of responding was observed during the training period as 
seen in Experiment 1. Again, the 'exploratory' responding on the inactive 
manipulandum declined over time but did not entirely extinguish. The absolute level 
of responding on the active manipulandum increased up to day three of training when 
a 'steady-state' was achieved which equated to a mean of 214.3 presses.test' (s.e.m. ± 
12.3), and a demand for 1.714 kg of food.test 1 (s.e.m. 0.098). This demand was less 
than the mean daily ad libitum intake of 2.85 kg (s.e.m. 0.111). 
In an analogous fashion to Experiment 1, the EX individuals were observed to 
decrease their absolute level of responding as soon as the treatment schedule was 
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Figure 4.4 a) The mean number of responses directed towards the active manipulandum, 
and b) The mean quantity offood earned during the second-order (•) and fixed ratio (0) 
and extinction schedules (9) of Experiment 1. Values represent daily means. The standard 
error of the difference for the means of each treatment is included for reference. 
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However in contrast to Experiment 1, the extinction was only partial and 
reached a stable basal level which differed significantly from 'exploratory' levels (Table 
4.4; P<0.05). 
Table 4.4 A comparison of the number of presses directed towards both the active and 
inactive manipulanda during Experiment 2. 
Treatment 	Active 	 Inactive 	 F179 	 P 
SO 	 383 ± 50.0 	18 ± 4.8 	 52.85 
FR 152 ± 52.0 28 ± 4.6 5.59 	
* 
EX 	 69 ± 23.0 	12 ± 3.5 	 6.01 
* 
It was shown that SO individuals expressed operant responses at a rate which 
was significantly different from 'exploratory' levels (Table 4.4; P<0.001), whereas the 
FR individuals expressed operant responses at a rate which was closer to 'exploratory' 
levels, but was still different (Table 4.4; P<0.05). A repeated measures analysis of 
variance for the effects of treatments on the absolute levels of responding found, in 
contrast to Experiment 1, a significant difference between SO and FR pigs (see Figure 
4.4a; F(16)=5.07; P<0.05). The mean level of responding was 76.5 response-
sequences. session for the SO schedule and 30.3 response-sequences. session - ' for the 
FR treatment (s.e.d. 20.49). 
The schedules SO and FR also had a significant effect on the post-response 
pause (Table 4.5; F(16)=10.3; P<0.05). Behavioural observations showed that the 
pigs exposed to the SO schedule monitored the environment at a higher rate (Table 
4.5; F(16) 14.4; P<0.05), and also investigated the reinforcement trough for longer 
(Table 4.5; F(1,6)=9.22; P<0.05) than pigs exposed to the FR schedule. In addition 
the pigs exposed to the SO schedule had a higher rate of drinking (Table 4.5; 
F(16)=45.91; P<0.001) and spent more time drinking (Table 4.5; F(16)=79.26; 
P<0.001) than pigs exposed to the FR schedule. 
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Table 4.5 A comparison between the behaviour expressed during schedules SO and FR. 
Behaviour 	 Treatment 	 se.d. 	P 
SO 	FR 
Mean Post-CS Pause 
(seconds) 	 7.97 	4.97 	0.916 	* 
Monitoring (occurrences. minute - ') 
1.23 	0.64 	0.154 	* 
Investigating Trough 
(minutes. minute- ) 	 0.21 	0.13 	0.026 	* 
Drinking 
(occurrences.minute') 	 0.12 	0.03 	0.012 
Drinking 
(minutes. minute- ) 	 0.04 	0.01 	0.005 
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4.5.6 Discussion 
The training period of Experiment 2 allowed pigs to achieve a 'steady-state' 
which allowed them to earn much of their daily food intake operantly, however, the 
shorter testing period may have restricted the absolute amount of food which could 
have been earned. Again, it was shown that once the treatment schedules were 
imposed, the EX individual's level of responding extinguished. In contrast to 
Experiment 1, it was shown that there was a significant difference in the level of 
responding between the SO and FR individuals which was attributed directly to the 
presentation of the CS. In addition, it was shown that the SO individuals paused 
significantly longer after the completion of each response-sequence than the FR 
individuals; a effect which was also linked to the presentation of the CS. The 
behavioural records indicated that the CS caused individuals to monitor the 
environment at a higher rate and investigate the reinforcement trough longer than 
when it was absent. This type of behavioural modification is to be expected during 
operant conditioning studies because the whole appetitive sequence of behaviour is 
reinforced by primary reinforcement (see Reynolds, 1968; Sevenster and van 
Roosmalen, 1985). These results suggest that the CS may have acquired feeding 
related properties which reinforced the operant behaviour by increasing the 
expectancy of food delivery. 
In contrast to Experiment 1, it was observed that both the SO and FR 
individuals decreased their level of responding up to day three, which may have 
reflected a partial extinction due to the severe nature of the schedule. The ability of 
the SO individuals to recover may have been due to the presentation of the feeding 
related CS into a situation which had become otherwise devoid of feedback. 
Accordingly, the FR individuals may have lacked the ability to sustain responding at 
high ratios due to this lack of feeding related feedback. To further corroborate the 
argument that the CS possessed feeding related properties, it was observed that SO 
individuals drank water at a higher rate and for a longer time than their FR 
counterparts. It has been observed that when hungry rats are exposed to extinction 
tests they increase their intake of water as their expectations of receiving food are not 
fulfilled (Panksepp etal., 1972). It could, therefore, be argued that the SO individuals 
drank water for longer, and at a higher rate, than FR individuals because the CS 
increased their expectation of food reinforcement. 
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4.6 	General discussion 
Previous operant conditioning studies involving the use of second-order 
schedules have demonstrated a means of separating appetitive behaviour (e.g. operant 
responding) from its associated consummatory response (Goldberg et al., 1976; Katz, 
1979; Everitt et al., 1987). Many of these studies have investigated the factors which 
could be responsible for this separation (Goldberg et al., 1976; Katz, 1979; Everitt et 
al., 1987). It is thought that the presentation of primary reinforcement at the end of 
the second-order schedule maintains the goal-directedness of the operant behaviour 
(see Everitt et al., 1987). Furthermore, the repeated presentation of a CS after the 
completion of small sub-schedules is thought to enable the schedule to be protracted 
to a level beyond that achievable in its absence (see Marr, 1969). This protraction is 
believed to be possible because the CS increases an individual's expectation of food 
delivery. 
A second-order schedule has not previously been used to deliver, food 
reinforcement in the pig, therefore it was essential to determine the conditions 
necessary for its operation and the precise mechanism involved in its maintenance. 
These questions were addressed during Experiments 1 and 2 which showed that the 
methodology allowed pigs to respond on a second-order schedule in a manner which 
was sensitive to, and reinforced by, the presentation of the feeding related CS. The 
effect of the conditioned reinforcement was manifested in an increase in the overall 
level of responding, a longer pause observed after the completion of each response-
sequence than when the stimulus was not presented and an increase in monitoring and 
investigation of the reinforcement trough. To further corroborate the argument that 
the CS possessed reinforcing properties, the omission of food reinforcement during 
the EX schedule of Experiment 2 did not cause operant responding to reach 
'exploratory' levels as was observed during Experiment 1. Hall and Pearce (1981) 
hypothesised that a relatively slow extinction should be expected when primary 
reinforcement is omitted from a second-order schedule. This slow rate of extinction is 
thought to occur because the individuals continue to earn repeated presentations of 
the CS, which still retains some reinforcing properties due to its previous pairing with 
primary reinforcement (see Everitt et al., 1987). Therefore, the operant responding 
observed during the operation of a second-order schedule is, indeed, mediated by both 
the reinforcing properties of terminal food reinforcement, and the conditioned 
reinforcement produced from the repeated presentation of a CS. 
It is, however, a matter of debate as to the precise mechanisms which maintain 
the operant responding during a second-order schedule (see Everitt et al., 1987). The 
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experiments presented here are no exception. The present study showed that the 
presentation of the CS was necessary for operant responding to be maintained, and it 
was concluded that the stimulus, indeed, acted as a conditioned reinforcer. This 
conclusion does not, however, give any insights into the representation (or 'mental 
image') that pigs associated with the CS. A pig may have responded to the 
presentation of the CS with a representation of food. This type of representation is 
termed declarative because the animal has a 'mental image' of the goal-object (see 
Dickinson, 1980). However, a pig may have responded for the presentation of the CS 
solely because it acts as a discriminative stimulus in the presence of which operant 
behaviour has previously been reinforced (see Dickinson, 1980). This type of 
representation is termed procedural and implies that behaviour may be controlled at a 
lower level of consciousness (see Dickinson, 1980). In the present study, the results 
are suggestive of the CS maintaining operant responding due to a declarative 
representation which could imply that the CS was perceived as having feeding related 
properties. This conclusion was drawn because the individuals exposed to the SO 
schedule increased their expression of appetitive behaviour, such as listening for 
delivery of food (monitoring) or searching for its actual presentation (investigating the 
reinforcement trough). It is thought that this alteration of behavioural output is due 
to the learned contingency between the CS and the presentation and ingestion of food 
reinforcement, which increased the expectancy of food delivery and consequently the 
expression of appetitive behaviour. However, the precise type of representation used 
by the pigs in this study remains to be ascertained. 
The type of reinforcement expectation observed in the present experiments has 
not been reported in many operant studies because the behaviour of individuals is 
rarely observed. However, a study by Sevenster and van Roosmalen (1985) which 
used operant conditioning to deliver sexual reinforcement to male sticklebacks, and a 
study by Holland (1977) which exposed rats to a tone-food relationship have shown 
similar behaviour patterns indicative of searching. Further evidence to support the 
argument that the CS had increased the expectancy of food delivery was observed as 
the CS caused individuals to increase their expression of drinking behaviour. This 
type of response is typical in situations where the expectation of feeding is high, but 
food is not presented (Panskepp et aL, 1972). 
It has been illustrated that a second-order schedule of food reinforcement 
would allow feeding motivation to be measured in the pig without involving the 
ingestion of food. The methodology should not, however, be viewed as exclusive to 
studies of feeding motivation. Second-order schedules of reinforcement could be 
used as a tool to investigate the subtle positive feedback effects associated with 
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feeding tendency, or to address the question of whether feeding motivation is reduced 
by the ingestion of a 'bulky' food which does not meet an individual's nutrient 
requirements, but reaches the limit of gastro-intestinal distension (see Lawrence et al., 
1993). Furthermore, a second-order schedule could be a valuable methodology to 
assess an individual's motivation to gain access to an area which contains a valued 
resource such as a foraging substrate. The benefit of using a second-order schedule in 
this situation would be that the CS could be shown to possess exclusively foraging 
related properties. This solution would improve on current operant methodologies 
because it would provide a low-cost alternative to expensive push-doors and would 
not require human interference to remove an individual from the reinforcement area. 
The authors suggest that the use of second-order schedules of reinforcement 
should not be confined solely to studies of feeding motivation, but could also greatly 
enhance the potential of using operant conditioning to investigate the properties of a 
variety of motivational systems. However, future investigation should focus on the 
nature of the learned associations present during the operation of such schedules. 
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5.1 	Abstract 
It has been suggested that feeding motivation, and hence the incidence of certain 
abnormal behaviours, may be reduced by the gastro-intestinal distension which results 
from the ingestion of foods with a high water-holding-capacity (WHC). Therefore, 
the aim of this experiment was to test the hypothesis that feeding motivation is 
inversely proportional to the WHC of meals which supply the same level of nutrients. 
Eight male pigs (initial body weight 54.0; s.d. 5.76 kg) were fed a series of four foods 
which possessed increasing WHC due to a linearly increasing inclusion of dried citrus-
pulp (2.29, 3.27, 4.57, 5.73 g water.g dry food -1 for LB, MLB, MHB and FIB), but 
all with similar ratios of digestible energy (DE) to crude protein and minerals. The 
experimental treatments were allocated in two 4x4 Latin squares with blocks of 6 
days separated by a 4 day change-over period. On each day the pigs were fed twice 
(0900 h and 1600 h) to provide the same level of scaled DE across the meals of each 
treatment. The resulting level of feeding motivation was measured over two 
successive 30 minute intervals before, and eight successive 30 minute intervals after 
the ingestion of the first meal using a second-order operant conditioning schedule; a 
methodology which requires pigs to press a paddle to obtain feeding-related stimuli 
(CS). It was found that the number of CS earned pre-feeding was not affected by 
treatment (17.2, 17.2, 17.6 and 17.5 for L, ML, MB and H; s.e.d. 1.58 CS.test 1 ; 
NS), whereas, the number of CS earned post-feeding was significantly affected by 
treatment (16.6, 15.5, 14.6 and 13.8 for L, ML, MB and H, s.e.d. .1. 15 CS.test 1 ; 
P<0.001). Within each treatment, the number of CS earned did not alter significantly 
across any of the time-periods post-feeding. The number of CS earned has been 
shown to be a reliable indicator of feeding motivation, therefore, the results from this 
experiment support the hypothesis that feeding motivation is inversely proportional to 
the WHC of iso-energetic meals. However, the results suggest that the effect of 
meals of high WHC are temporary, and that feeding motivation responds primarily to 
the nutrient content of a meal. 
Keywords: 	Pig; Feeding motivation; Food bullç Second-order schedule 
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5.2 	Introduction 
Pigs exhibit a range of behaviours which are taken to be indicative of 
compromised welfare (Van Putten, 1989), including the occurrence of stereotypic 
behaviours (e.g. Terlouw et al., 1991; Rushen, 1984), tail biting (e.g. Fraser, 1987a), 
and high levels of aggression (Barnett et al., 1994; Martin and Edwards, 1994). 
Previous research has shown that these behaviours may, at least in part, be linked to 
feeding regimes which produce high levels of feeding motivation in housing conditions 
where foraging behaviour cannot be suitably expressed (Terlouw ci al., 1991). It has 
been established that feeding motivation is elevated by both general (Lawrence ci al., 
1988; Lawrence and Illius, 1989), and specific nutrient deficiencies (Fraser, 1987a and 
b; Jensen et al., 1993). However, a dilemma is created because the quantitative food 
restriction of sows and boars remains an essential husbandry practice to reduce 
excessive weight-gain and maintain breeding efficiency (Whittemore, 1987). 
It has recently been proposed that a solution to this dilemma could be 
qualitative food restriction where the underlying level of feeding motivation is reduced 
by bulk rather than increased nutrient supply (e.g. Brouns et al., 1994; Savory et al., 
1996). However, despite exhaustive research linking the level of gastro-intestinal 
distension with the cessation of eating and the pre-absorptive control of food intake 
(for a review see Smith and Gibbs, 1979), there is little conclusive evidence linking 
gastro-intestinal distension with reduced feeding motivation. The revival in the 
interest in gastro-intestinal distension reflects the profound welfare advances which 
could be possible by feeding sows and boars a bulky food which both exposes them to 
a general nutrient restriction, and reduces their feeding motivation through high levels 
of gastric-distension (Lawrence et al., 1989; Edwards ci al., 1993; Robert ci al., 
1993; Brouñs et al., 1994; Martin and Edwards, 1994). Initial work has indicated 
that the expression of rooting and chewing behaviours (Edwards et a!, 1993; Martin 
and Edwards, 1994), and eating rate (Brouns et al., 1994) are reduced when a very 
bulky food is offered ad libitum. It has been suggested that these results reflect a 
reduction in feeding motivation, however, this conclusion is problematic because 
many studies have indicated that when pigs consume a food of high bulk content, they 
tend to spend a long time lying (Robert et al., 1993; Brouns ci al., 1994). This 
increase in inactivity inevitably leads to a reduction in rooting and chewing 
behaviours, therefore making it of paramount importance to analyse any behavioural 
changes only in the active period, which has not currently been done. Furthermore, 
eating rate may not be a reliable indicator of feeding motivation at extreme levels of 
gastro-intestinal distension because an individual may be unable to consume food, but 
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remain feeding motivated. Lawrence et al., (1989) had previously attempted to 
measure feeding motivation by using the technique of operant conditioning where an 
individual is required to work (e.g. press a panel) to gain access to food. However, 
their methodology could be criticised because the ingestion of food during testing 
primed the animals to expect the future delivery of food, and altered both their level 
of gastro-intestinal distension and their underlying level of feeding motivation. 
It is proposed that all of the methodological problems previously associated 
with measuring the feeding motivation of an animal fed a bulky food can be 
circumvented by the use of a second-order schedule of food reinforcement (Day etal., 
1995b). In a second-order schedule, an individual is trained to work not for food, but 
for the presentation of a feeding related stimulus. Preliminary experiments have found 
that the technique may be a reliable indicator of feeding motivation because pigs could 
work for the stimulus in a manner closely related to their level of feeding motivation 
(Day et al., 1995b). Therefore, the aim of this experiment was to investigate whether 
feeding motivation is affected by the bulk characteristics of a food and how this effect 
changed within a day. It was hypothesised that the level of feeding motivation is 
inversely proportional to the degree of gastro-intestinal distension at a uniform level 
of nutrient supply, but more importantly that feeding motivation would return to pre-
feeding levels as the degree of gastro-intestinal distension waned. If correct, this 
hypothesis suggests that animals exposed to qualitative food restriction may remain 
feeding motivated in the long term, which would have important ramifications in the 
recommendation of bulky foods to improve sow and boar welfare. 
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5.3 	Materials and Methods 
5.3.1 Animals, Housing and Husbandry 
The experimental subjects were eight entire male F1 Large White x Landrace 
pigs (Cotswold Pig Development Company, Lincoln, UK). These animals had a mean 
initial liveweight of 54.0 kg (s.d. 5.76), and were approximately 15 weeks of age 
when they were moved into the experimental unit. In addition to the experimental 
subjects, two pigs were selected as companion animals (see below). 
The experimental unit contained five rooms. Two of these rooms contained 
four individual home-pens measuring 1.8 m x 2.3 m, and were used to house the pigs 
throughout the experiment. The home-pens were constructed from vertical metal 
tubing which allowed each individual sight, smell and limited tactile contact with 
another pig, and all contained a floor mounted water-drinker and food-trough. Two 
of the remaining rooms within the experimental unit contained a testing-pen 
measuring 3.6 m x 2.3 m and a companion-pen measuring 1.8 m x 2.3 m. Both pens 
contained a floor mounted water-drinker. The last room in the experimental unit was 
used to house the companion animals. The flooring of all the pens was slatted 
concrete at the rear, whilst the front area was solid. Each room had a separate 
thermostat which maintained the temperature at a daily mean maximum of 21.9°C 
(s.d. 3.06) and a minimum of 17.2°C (s.d. 1.88). The temperature regulation did not 
differ significantly between any of the rooms. Throughout the experimentation the 
lighting in all of the rooms was maintained on a 12:12 hour light: dark cycle (lights on 
at 07.00 h), and the home-pens were cleaned twice weekly at 08.30 h. 
Prior to the initiation of experimentation, the pigs were housed individually for 
12 days in order to acclimatise to the environmental conditions. During this period, 
all animals had ad libitum access to a highly digestible basal food (diet LB - for the 
formulation see Table 5. 1), and their daily food intake monitored by feeding measured 
quantities of food and removing, weighing and discarding food refusals 24 hours later. 
During the acclimatisation period, each pig was allocated to one of the testing rooms 
and was moved into the appropriate test-pen on six occasions for two hours. A 
companion animal was always present in the companion-pen during these 
familiarisation sessions to reduce the deleterious effects of social isolation. Previous 
studies suggest that this type of procedure is beneficial because the animals become 
familiar with their testing environment prior to the initiation of testing (see Day et al., 
1995a). 
5.3.2 Foods 
The experiment used four different types of food which differed significantly in 
their bulkiness (Table 5.1). Initially two basal foods (LB and FIB) were formulated 
which had a similar ratio of crude protein (Cl?), vitamins, and minerals to digestible 
energy (DE); however, they varied in their inclusion of dried citrus pulp (high bulk), 
wheat-feed (high bulk), and maize (low bulk). HB was formulated to limit voluntary 
food intake by the gastro-intestinal load it would impose, and was based 
predominantly on dried citrus pulp and wheat-feed, whereas LB was based on highly 
digestible ingredients. 
Table 5.1 The formulations and chemical composition of the four experimental foods (LB, 
MLB, MHB, HB). The food MHB was produced by mixing 0.66 HB with 0.33 LB, and the 
food MLB by mixing 0.33 HB with 0.66 LB. 
Ingredient g.kg 1 	 BIB 	 MHB 	 MLB 	 LB 
(0.66 HB40.33 LB) 	(0.33 HB+0.66 LB) 
Wheat feed 353.0 235.4 117.8 - 
Dicalcium phosphate 3.9 8.5 13.4 18.1 
Salt 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 
Herring meal 50.0 66.8 83.4 100.0 
Dried citruspulp 519.0 346.1 173.0 - 
Vitamin and mineral mix 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
SoycomilP 69.5 86.0 102.2 118.8 
Maize - 240.1 480.6 721.0 
Limestone - 2.5 5.0 7.5 
Maize Oil - 10.0 20.0 30.0 
TOTAL 	 1000.0 	1000.0 	1000.0 	1000.0 
Composition 
(g.kg' fresh food) 
Digestible Energy (MJkg 1 ) 11.0 12.2 14.5 15.0 
Dry matter 882 890 887 879 
Crude protein 157 169 176 187 
Crude fibre 100 75 48 22 
Ether extract 30 37 42 51 
Ash 65 62 60 55 
Phosphorous 6.2 7.4 8.2 8.8 
Calcium 13.4 13.2 13.1 11.3 
Water holding capacity 
(g water.g dry feed -1 ) 
by filtration (±s.e.) 	 6.92 5.60 3.52 2.18 
±0.08 ±0.05 ±0.03 ±0.05 
by centrifugation (±s.e.) 	 5.73 4.57 3.27 2.29 
±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.03 
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The two intermediate foods were produced by mixing 0.66 MB and 0.33 LB 
to produce diet MHB, and 0.33 I-lB and 0.66 LB to produce diet MLB. The resulting 
series of foods possessed linearly decreasing bulk (see below), and increasing DE 
across the range FIB, MM, MLB, LB. The bulk characteristic of the foods was 
assessed by their water-holding-capacity (WHC) because this property has been found 
to be an appropriate measurement of their bulkiness (Kyria.zakis and Emmans, 1995). 
The WHC of each food was assessed in triplicate for each food by both the 
centrifugation and filtration methods outlined by Kyriazakis and Emmans (1995). 
5.3.3 Feeding treatments 
Each pig was exposed to four feeding treatments (BB, MM, MLB, LB) in a 
replicated Latin square design with blocks lasting six days. This Latin square avoided 
transitions from MB to LB, and LB to MB to reduce the possibility of food rejection. 
Between the blocks of the Latin square there was a four day change-over period over 
which the new food contributed 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 of the total daily DE 
allowance. 
The objectives of the feeding treatments were two-fold. The first objective 
was to vary the degree of gastro-intestinal distension between treatments whilst 
supplying a similar daily amount of DE to all of the animals. To determine the level of 
nutrients to be supplied to the pigs, they were weighed at the start of each feeding 
block. Subsequently, the estimated daily food intake of diet FIB was calculated using 
the equation proposed by Kyriazakis and Emmans (1995), which predicts the ad 
libitum scaled food intake per unit of live weight of a bulky food based on its WHC. 
The other foods were then fed at a level which supplied an identical scaled DE intake 
as that predicted for diet BB, and consequently varied the degree of gastro-intestinal 
distension between treatments (Table 5.2). 
The second objective was to ensure that the scaled DE intake was uniform 
across all pigs and treatments prior to testing at 09.00 h. This was necessary because 
each animal could feed at different rates and at different times of day. To achieve this 
objective a treatment meal of identical scaled DE content was fed to all the animals 
which was readily consumed within 30 minutes. The remainder of the allowance was 
fed at 16.00 h when testing was complete. To achieve this objective, a pilot study 
was performed to determine the maximum amount of diet BB (the most limiting food 
in terms of intake) which could be readily consumed within 30 minutes. This study 
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found that it was possible for a pig to ingest 6.5 g diet HB.kg  LW-1 , which equated to 
an intake of 80 KJ DE.kg  LW 1 (see also Table 5.2). 
Table £2 The experimental food allowances. The total scaled DE supplied was uniform 
across treatments, and was determined from the predicted scaled food intake of HB (the 
most limiting in terms of nutrient intake). A fraction of the total daily allowance was 
supplied as a treatment meal 30 minutes prior to testing. 
Feed 	 BB 	MM 	MLB 	LB 
Scaled Feed Allowance 
Total (g.kgLW1.day1) 3O.38 t 27.13 24.52 22.33 
Mead (g.kgLW.meal') 6.50 5.81 5.24 4.78 
Scaled DE Supplied 
Total (KJDE.kg LW'.day') 350 350 350 350 
Meal (KJDE.kgLW'.meal') 80 80 80 80 
WHC1..(gwater.gdryfeed') 5.73 4.57 3.27 2.29 
t 	Calculated from Kyriazakis and Eminans' (1995) equation which predicted the ad libitum intake of 
HE on its water-holding capacity. 
5.3.4 Measurement of feeding motivation 
The operant conditioning apparatus used to assess feeding motivation 
consisted of a food-trough and two paddles (see Young et al., 1994). The paddles 
were attached to the front of each testing-pen, 0.3 m from either side of the food-
trough, and 0.5 m above floor level. The paddles were calibrated so that a force of 
100 N.m-1 (s. e. 0.5) was required to operate them (see Young et al., 1994). One of 
these paddles was subsequently connected such that successive operant responses 
would deliver food reinforcement (active paddle), however, the other was inoperative 
and was used to record residual levels of exploratory activity (inactive paddle; see 
Lawrence et al., 1988). A modified electronic feeder (Orby Engineering Limited, Co. 
Armagh, UK) and food diversion valve (Scottish Centre for Agricultural Engineering, 
Scotland, UK) were employed both to dispense food reinforcement and to produce a 
sound which closely mimicked food reinforcement (see Day et al., 1995b). This 
sound (termed the conditioned stimulus - CS) was produced by food pellets being 
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diverted by the valve into a food-trough which was inaccessible to the pig. The 
paddles, the feeder and the valve were all connected to a microcomputer (IBBC 
Master, Acorn Electronics, UK) via a custom-built interface. Self-written software 
recorded the timing of each operant response and dictated both when the CS was 
presented, and when the pig was reinforced with food. 
Feeding motivation was measured using a second-order schedule of food 
reinforcement. This schedule required pigs to press the active paddle to obtain 
repeated presentations of the CS, before finally delivering food reinforcement. 
However, to use a second-order schedule to measure feeding motivation it is thought 
to be necessary for the animals both to learn to obtain food reinforcement from the 
apparatus, and to associate the CS with the acquisition of food. In the present 
experiment, this learning was facilitated by the three stage conditioning process 
developed by Day et al. (1995), with each stage lasting for six days (Table 5.3). To 
ensure that the pigs were equally feeding motivated during the conditioning period, 
they were fed an allowance which comprised 0.6 of their previously assessed daily 
food intake which has been found to facilitate rapid conditioning (see Day et al., 
1995). Conditioning was conducted in sessions lasting for two hours which were 
initiated at either 09.00 h, 11.00 h, 13.00 h, or 15.00 h, and these sessions were 
balanced as far as possible within each stage. 
Table 5.3 A schematic description of the three stage conditioning process. The first stage 
involved (raining individuals to press (. = press) for food reinforcement (b = food 
reinforcement). The second stage involved training individuals to press for the repeated 
presentation of a conditioned stimulus ('I = CS - sound offood delivery). The final stage 
involved training individuals to earn as many conditioned stimului within a 6 minute period 
as they desired. 
Stage 	Iteration 
1 	 2 	 3 	 ... 	final 
I 	 04 	 ..IJ 	 0004 	 *0*004 
ii 	 000004 	 00000100004 	00904900.4000004 	 x(..e..l) JJ 
ffl 	 x(..s..l) ... 6 mins ... •...sJJ 
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The first stage of the conditioning process involved training the pigs to press 
the active paddle to obtain food reinforcement. A fixed ratio (FR) schedule was used 
which required a defined number of presses to deliver food reinforcement. Initially, 
the pigs were required to complete a fixed ratio of one press (FR1) to gain food 
reinforcement, however, once they had obtained 20 reinforcements the ratio increased 
to FR2. This process continued until the pigs were working on FR5 when the ratio 
remained fixed until the end of the first stage of the conditioning period. 
The second stage of the conditioning process involved training the pigs to 
respond for the repeated presentation of the CS. This was achieved by the use of a 
second-order schedule of food reinforcement, which presented the CS on the 
completion of each FR5 unit, and required an increasing number of FR5 units to be 
completed before finally delivering food reinforcement. The number of FR5 units 
required to obtain food was increased by one following each successive food 
reinforcement. When the total duration between successive food reinforcements 
exceeded six minutes, the final stage of the conditioning process was initiated. 
The final stage involved imposing the experimental second-order schedule. 
This schedule allowed each individual to express as many FR5 units as it desired 
within a fixed interval of six minutes (Fl 6 minutes). The first CS presented after the 
six minute period had elapsed was accompanied by food reinforcement. 
5.3.5 Experimental Procedure 
During the blocks of the experimental design, each home-pen group of pigs 
was tested on alternate days. Ten testing sessions were conducted in the morning of 
each day at successive 30 minute intervals; two tests pre-, and 8 tests post-feeding. 
To allow four individual animals to be tested each day, two pigs were tested 
concurrently, and the feeding and testing times of each pair was lagged by 15 minutes. 
At 08.30 h each day, a companion pig was moved into each of the testing rooms and 
testing was initiated. During testing the posture and behaviour of each pig was 
recorded continuously (for details of categories see Day et al., 1995b). The 
behaviour of two animals was recorded concurrently by the use of video cameras 
located in each testing-room. Behavioural records were subsequently taken from the 
videos using an Atari Portfolio computer (Atari Corporation, Slough, UK) running 
Keybehaviour software (Deag, 1990). 
After each pig had completed its second test it was returned to its home-pen 
and fed its treatment meal. Post-feeding testing was resumed 45 minutes later. 
Testing and behavioural sampling was initiated immediately that each animal entered 
the testing pen and continued until the pigs had either; a) obtained and consumed food 
reinforcement, b) obtained food reinforcement and resumed responding, or c) the total 
test duration had exceeded 12 minutes. On completion of each test, the pigs were 
returned to their home-pen and any spilt food and faeces removed from the test-pen. 
At the end of each testing day the companion pigs were returned to their home-pens, 
and the testing-pens were cleaned and flushed with fresh water. Finally all the pigs 
were fed their remaining food allowance at 16.00 h. 
5.3.6 Statistical analysis 
The data recorded by the microcomputer during tests were decoded using 
custom written software which yielded the number of responses on both the active 
and inactive paddle, and the number of CS earned within each test. The behavioural 
data were decoded and summarised using Keytime software (Deag, 1993), which 
yielded rate of occurrence and proportion of time spent performing The separate 
behavioural categories of the ethogram. A behavioural rate yielded information 
concerning the number of times a behavioural category was expressed per unit time 
(occurrences. min - '), and a behavioural proportion yielded information concerning the 
fraction of the whole test spent performing a specific behavioural category (min.min 
1). These data were then transformed to meet the requirements of parametric 
statistics; most were already normally distributed, however the number of CS earned 
required a log transformation. The resulting data were analysed for effects of 
- treatment and time using the analysis of variance function of GENSTAT V (Lawes 
Agricultural Trust, 1987). The analysis was performed within animal and used nested 
structures for time. In addition, the effects of treatment were partitioned into second-
order polynomial components because the four foods were linearly related by bulk. 
Post hoc comparisons of means were made using the LSD test (see Snedocor and 
Cochran, 1989), except where comparisons incorporated repeated measures and a 
paired t-test was required (Ryan el al., 1992) 
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5.4 	Results 
5.4.1 Feed characteristics 
The four experimental foods differed significantly in their WHC when 
measured both by centrifugation (WHC c; F(38)=3608. 15; P<0.001), and filtration 
(WHCf, F(38)=1607.11; P<O.001). The mean values are given in Table 5.1. Across 
the four feeds the two methods of measuring WHC were very highly correlated 
(P<0.001), and one could be predicted from the other with high precision (see also 
Kyriazakis and Emmans, 1995): 
WHCC = 0.736 + 0.708 WHCf 	r2=99.4% 	residual s.d. = 0.101 (1) 
WHCf= -1.01 + 1.40 WHC C r2=99.4% residual s.d. = 0.142 (2) 
5.4.2 Effects of treatment on behaviour 
In none of the data analysed was there a significant effect of treatment in the 
two time-periods pre-feeding. However, there was a highly significant linear effect of 
treatment on the mean number of CS earned post-feeding (see Figure 5.1; 
F(1,21)=8.92; P<0.01). This effect indicated that the mean number of CS earned was 
inversely proportional to the bulk of the food (r = -0.998). 
Thus, the number of CS earned, and hence the level of feeding motivation, 
could be predicted with high precision from the water-holding capacity of the 
experimental meal (P<0.001): 
CS = 18.2 - 0.789 WHCC 	r2 98.6% 	residual s.d. = 0.071 (3) 
The effect of treatment on the number of CS earned was further confirmed by 
the observation that the number of visits to the active paddle per unit time was also 
inversely proportional to the percentage of bulking agents in the food (2.041, 1.929, 
1.621 and 1.673 bouts.min 1 for LB, MLB, MI-lB and FIB respectively; s.e.d. = 
0.1066)-  F(1a1)7.67; P<0.001). The proportion of time which the pigs spent 
investigating the reinforcement trough was also inversely proportional to the bulk of 
the food (0.274, 0.268, 0.220 and 0.211 min.min4 for LB, MLB, MHB and FIB 
respectively; s.e.d. = 0.0317; F(1,21) 5.62; P<0.05). No other behaviours were 















LB 	MLB 	MHB 	HB 
Treatment 
Figure 5.1 The effect of treatment on the number of conditioned stimuli (CS) earned per 6 
minute test. Each CS was presented after 5 presses. Values represent means f standard 
errors. 
5.4.3 Effects of time on behaviour 
The mean number of CS earned did not change significantly in any of the time-
periods post-feeding (F(749)=0.50; P0.832), however, there was a time x treatment 
interaction (F(3,147)=4-43;  P<0.01). A post hoc analysis of variance between the LB 
and HE treatments found that the number of CS earned was significantly affected by 
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treatment in the time-periods 1.5 hours and 2.0 hours post-feeding (see Figure 5.2). 
The number of CS earned in the MLB and MM treatments were intermediate to the 
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Figure 5.2 The effect of treatment and time on the number of CS earned per test in the 
periods post-feeding for the RB (),MHB (9), MLB (0) and LB (*)treatments. Values 
represent means. Significant differences between HB and LB are indicated (**=P<0.01; 
*P<0 05). 
The only other behaviour which was affected by time was the proportion of 
the test spent drinking, which increased across the time periods post-feeding 
(F(749) 2.40; P<0.05). The proportion of time spent drinking was 0.020, 0.016, 




It is now well established that quantitative food restriction increases an 
individual's level of feeding motivation (for a review see Lawrence et al., 1994). 
However, it has only recently been hypothesised that the feeding motivation of a 
nutrient restricted pig may be reduced by qualitative food restriction (Edwards et al., 
1993; Brouns et al., 1994; Martin and Edwards, 1994). The methodologies used to 
test this hypothesis have previously involved the behavioural observation of animals 
whilst they are fed foods which supply the same level of nutrients, but differ in their 
bulk characteristics. The efficacy of these behavioural observations has, however, 
been reduced because the underlying hypotheses have seldom accommodated the 
possibility that animals with an extreme level of gastro-intestinal distension can be 
feeding motivated, but merely unable to forage or consume any more food. This has 
important ramifications in terms of animal welfare because an animal's inability to 
express feeding motivation could stem from food intake being inhibited by its physical 
gastro-intestinal capacity (e.g. Kyriazakis and Emmans, 1995), or more seriously from 
an enforced period of inactivity caused by the abdominal discomfort associated with 
extreme levels of gastro-intestinal distension (Parrot and Baldwin, 1982). 
The methodology used in the present experiment circumvented these 
objections because it measured feeding motivation in a manner which was not 
confounded by either the ingestion of food, or lying behaviour. This was made 
possible by the use of a second order schedule which did not involve the ingestion of 
food and, due to the short duration of the tests, made the expression of lying 
behaviour highly unlikely. The experiment clearly established that the reduction in 
feeding motivation resulting from the ingestion of iso-energetic meals was 
proportional to their bulk (WHC). This relationship was further confirmed by the 
observation that the reduction in the rate of responding on the active paddle, and the 
reduction in the proportion of time spend investigating the reinforcement trough were 
also proportional to the WHC of the meal. Whilst these results indicate that feeding 
motivation is depressed by increasing gastro-intestinal distension, this effect was 
found to be transitory because no differences between the LB and BB treatments 
were detected beyond two hours post-feeding. 
The feeding motivation of an individual would be expected to rise in the hours 
after a meal as its requirements for nutrients increases (see Figure 5.2, diet LB). If, 
however, the meal was of very high bulk content, such as RB, feeding motivation 
might remain depressed until the level of gastro-intestinal distension had subsided. 
This proposition was confirmed by the significant differences observed between the 
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LB and FIB treatments during the initial 1.5 hour period post-feeding. Therefore, it 
appears that feeding motivation is, indeed, depressed only in the short-term by 
extreme levels of gastro-intestinal distension. There is also exhaustive evidence to 
suggest that distension in both the stomach (e.g. Deutsch et al., 1980), and the lower 
intestinal tract (e.g. Houpt, 1982) can restrict voluntary food intake. Studies of 
gastric-emptying in growing pigs indicate that the residence time of food in the 
stomach is approximately 1.5 to 5.0 hours depending upon the volume and 
composition of the meal (see Kidder and Manners, 1978). Therefore, the three hour 
period over which feeding motivation was depressed by food bulk in the present 
experiment lies centrally within this range. These results suggest that as the level of 
gastro-intestinal distension declines after a meal, an individual's feeding motivation 
will return to a level dictated by its nutrient intake. This hypothesis is in accordance 
with theories which propose that feeding motivation is not abolished if the diet does 
not fulfil the metabolic needs of the animal (Robert et al., 1993). Hence, an animal 
exposed to qualitative food restriction could still be 'metabolically hungry', or feeding 
motivated, despite having a full stomach (Savory et al., 1996). 
In other experiments where animals are exposed to extreme levels of gastro-
intestinal distension, it has been observed that they spend a large proportion of time 
lying (Brouns et al., 1993; Robert et al., 1993). It has been proposed that this 
behaviour is indicative of 'satiation' (Brouns et al., 1993). This explanation is, 
however, highly problematic because of the lack of consensus on the definitions of 
satiety. Some authors define satiety as the cessation of eating (e.g. Smith and Gibbs, 
1979; Brouns et al., 1993), whereas others define satiety as the state where actual 
nutrient intake is equal to desired nutrient intake (e.g. Kyriazakis, 1994). The first 
definition of satiety is ambiguous because eating may be terminated when the level of 
a competing motivation temporarily increases above the level of feeding motivation. 
The second definition implies that satiety could never be achieved when an animal is 
fed a very bulky food which obviously limits its nutrient intake. Therefore, it is 
proposed that the concept of satiety should not be used to explain the increase in lying 
behaviour typically associated with the ingestion of a bulky food. It remains more 
pertinent, however, to question if the lying behaviour observed the experiments by 
Brouns et al. (1993), and Robert et al. (1993) reflected reduced feeding motivation, 
or solely an extreme level of gastro-intestinal distension. The foods used in both of 
these experiments had a very high WHC and would have increased dramatically in 
volume as they absorbed water after ingestion, but the question of whether the pigs 
were lying because they were less feeding motivated, or merely 'uncomfortable' was 
impossible to determine. It is proposed that this question could potentially be 
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addressed by more detailed observations of the pigs' lying postures. For example, it 
has been found that the lying behaviour associated with abdominal discomfort is quite 
different from the normal 'relaxed and somnolent' lying behaviour typically associated 
with satiety (Parrot and Baldwin, 1982). 
It is concluded that feeding motivation after meals is inversely proportional to 
the bulkiness of iso-energetic meals as defined by their WHC. It is likely that a 
depression in feeding motivation results from extreme levels of gastro-intestinal 
distension when a meal absorbs water in the stomach. This effect, however, is only 
temporary because feeding motivation responds primarily to nutrient supply. Thus it 
appears that feeding motivation may only be reduced whilst gastro-intestinal 
distension prevents further food intake, or whilst animals are experiencing abdominal 
discomfort. Therefore, to investigate if the ad libitum provision of bulky foods would 
improve welfare, it would be necessary to ascertain whether the period of inactivity 
ensuing from the ingestion of bulky food represents abdominal discomfort. If this 
were to be established, it would be inadvisable to recommend the ad libitum provision 
of bulky foods to improve sow and boar welfare. 
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When you are full, you will refuse honey, but when you are 
hungry, even bitter food tastes sweet. 
Proverbs 27: 7. 
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6.1 	Introduction 
This thesis aimed to investigate how internal and external factors affect the 
level of feeding motivation, and hence the expression of foraging behaviour in 
growing pigs. The objective was to increase the fundamental body of literature 
relating to how foraging behaviour is controlled, and was achieved by following two 
lines of research. The first line of research focused on the interface between feeding 
and exploratory motivations because it was observed that both foraging and 
exploration are expressed using the same behavioural elements. An initial experiment, 
based upon Berlyne's (1960) definitions of extrinsic and intrinsic exploration, was 
performed to ascertain the extent to which the two motivational systems are separable 
(Chapter 2). Subsequently, a second experiment investigated the possibility that 
foraging strategies may be initiated through intrinsic exploration, but then sustained 
by feeding motivation (Chapter 3). The second line of research involved investigating 
the proposition that gastro-intestinal distension may act as an internal factor in the 
control of feeding motivation. This research initially involved the development of an 
operant methodology which could measure the level of feeding motivation without 
requiring the ingestion of food (Chapter 4). This methodology was used in the final 
experiment to investigate the effect of foods of differing bulk on the level of feeding 
motivation (Chapter 5). 
Whilst these two lines of research have elucidated many factors, both internal 
and external, which affect the expression of foraging behaviour, there are four main 
themes which warrant further discussion. These themes were chosen because they 
pervade all of the experiments reported in this thesis, and are summarised in the 
Mowing categories: 
The limitations and advantages of using a motivational approach 
The internal and external controls overfeeding motivation 
The measurement offeeding motivation 
The implications of this thesis to animal welfare science 
Therefore, the purpose of this General Discussion is not to provide an 
exhaustive review of foraging behaviour, but to provide a synthesis to the 
experimental chapters by discussing the above themes in the context of existing 
literature. 
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6.2 	The limitations and advantages of using a motivational approach 
This thesis suggests that the causation of foraging behaviour should be studied 
using a motivational approach (see section 1.1.2). This type of approach usually 
asserts that the tendency to perform foraging behaviour is governed solely by the level 
of feeding motivation (Lawrence et al., 1993), and that feeding motivation competes 
with other systems for its ultimate behavioural expression (McFarland and Houston, 
1981). However, in the General Introduction it was proposed that a simple 
motivational approach is not suitable to study the causation of foraging behaviour 
because it does not fully embrace the concepts of feedback and learning through 
exploration (see Section 1.1.4), or the possibility that motivational systems can 
directly interact with each other (e.g. Roper, 1980). It was proposed, therefore, that 
the incorporation of exploratory motivation into existing motivational models could 
circumvent these objections, thereby producing a superior method of studying 
foraging behaviour. 
Exploratory behaviour could be viewed as being of central importance to the 
survival of an animal due to its goal of information gathering (Renner et al., 1992; 
Renner and Seltzer, 1994). This proposition is highly relevant within the context of 
foraging behaviour because exploration is the method by which an individual learns to 
maximise its fitness by identifying and locating food items (Cowan, 1983). It has, 
however, become evident from the results of Chapter 2 that exploratory behaviour 
can be used to both acquire nutritional information about a known food item 
(extrinsic), and to identify new food items (intrinsic). Therefore, the results from this 
experiment were of direct importance to the rest of the thesis, and these are reviewed 
in the following sections. 
6.2.1 Extrinsic exploration 
Berlyne (1960) defined extrinsic exploration as behaviour directed towards 
stimuli of biological significance, implying that it equated to the appetitive component 
of the dominant motivation (see Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 1989). Therefore, by 
this argument, extrinsic exploration does not compete for behavioural expression, but 
is always present in conjunction with the dominant motivational system. However, it 
could be argued that both Berlyn&s (1960), and Wood-Gush and Vestergaard's 
(1989) use of the term extrinsic exploration is debatable because extrinsic exploration 
merely represents an unnecessary intervening variable. For example, why describe 
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rooting behaviour as extrinsic exploration when it could more simply be described as 
appetitive foraging? 
The answer to this question lies in the goal of extrinsic exploration. 
Appetitive foraging behaviour has the goal of locating and processing food items such 
that consummatory behaviour can be expressed (McFarland, 1991), whereas extrinsic 
exploration for food, whilst using the same behavioural elements, has the goal of 
acquiring information about food items (i.e. location, taste, smell, texture, temporal 
availability). As such, the existence of a motivational system which acquires 
information concurrently to ongoing appetitive behaviour could be of utmost 
importance in the evolutionary fitness of an individual, by facilitating the formation of 
learned associations between foraging activity and its immediate metabolic effects. 
For example, pigs fed a single food are able to associate its location, colour, texture, 
taste and smell with both positive and negative post-ingestive consequences through 
extrinsic exploration (see Forbes and Kyriazakis, 1995). Furthermore, animals may be 
able to adapt to subtle changes in the nutritional content of their food so long as 
established appetitive foraging retains an element of extrinsic exploration (albeit at 
low levels). The use of extrinsic exploration during established foraging is typified in 
an experiment by Kyriazakis and Emmans (1990), where pigs were found to modify 
their voluntary food intake to maintain constancy of protein intake when presented 
with abrupt changes in diet composition. There is also a substantial body of literature 
which suggests that animals will sample other food sources even when they have an 
established foraging strategy (for a review see Forbes and Kyriazakis, 1995); a 
behaviour which may reflect an element of extrinsic exploratory motivation and could 
help an animal to monitor any potential changes in food properties. 
Therefore it is proposed that whilst feeding motivation is dominant, an animal 
has a concurrent, and independent, motivation to acquire information about food. 
This suggestion is difficult to substantiate directly, but it appears intuitive that animals 
actively seek information about food, and that the need for this information would 
decline with increasing exposure (see Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 The interface between extrinsic exploratory motivation and feeding motivation. 
Whilst feeding motivation is the dominant motivational state, an animal may be both 
motivated to both forage and acquire information about food. The appetitive and 
consummatory behaviour associated with each motivational system is identical (see also 
Chapter 2). This motivational alliance facilitates learning where both the positive and 
negative consequences offoraging are associated with environmental cues. 7nt' represents 
the animal's internal slate. The precise negative feedback mechanism by which the level of 
extrinsic exploration is reduced is unknown. However, it is probable that the degree of 
negative feedback increases to some upper limit with progressive information acquisition. 
The upper limit would not entirely eliminate the underlying level of motivation; allowing for 
the existence of the 'sampling' typically associated with established fo raging strategies. 
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6.2.2 Intrinsic exploration 
Intrinsic exploratory motivation was found to be under the control of a 
separate motivational system to extrinsic exploration (see Chapter 2). This finding is 
consistent with other experimental results which suggest that intrinsic exploration can 
unambiguously be classed as a motivational system (for a review see Toates, 1990). 
There is distinct disagreement, however, as to the factors which control the level of 
intrinsic exploratory motivation (e.g. Rushen, 1993; Wood-Gush and Vestergaard, 
1993). This disagreement stems from the experimental difficulties associated with 
determining whether the motivational tendency is internally, as well as externally 
governed (see Rushen, 1993). It is apparent, however, in many situations that the 
expression of intrinsic exploration declines with increasing stimulus exposure (see 
Hinde, 1970), which may imply some degree of internal control. These arguments, 
although pertinent, will not be discussed further here because the relevance of intrinsic 
exploration to this thesis lies in its output, or goal. 
Intrinsic exploration is broadly defined as behaviour directed towards stimuli 
of no biological significance (Berlyne, 1960). Therefore, intrinsic exploration, unlike 
extrinsic exploration, competes with other motivational systems for its ultimate 
expression. These definitions, however, yield little insight into the goal of intrinsic 
exploration and therefore need further clarification. All novel stimuli are initially of 
no biological significance to an animal, but may become so after an interaction has 
taken place. Thus, the goal of intrinsic exploration could be to acquire information 
which may be of relevance to other motivational systems (see Figure 6.2). In this 
manner, intrinsic exploration would be used to identify the food items which could be 
exploited by feeding motivation. The use of intrinsic exploration to initiate foraging 
behaviour may, therefore, be of very short duration, and almost instantaneously 
replaced by extrinsic exploration and appetitive foraging. However, the advantage of 
viewing intrinsic exploration in this manner is that it attaches evolutionary significance 
to apparently goal-less behaviours such as the investigation of the novel objects 
observed in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 6.2 The method by which intrinsic exploration can be utilised by a pig to modify
foraging behaviour. The precise negative feedback mechanism by which intrinsic 
exploratory motivation is controlled by an animal's internal state is largely unknown, but it 
has been well documented that intrinsic exploration decreases with increasing stimulus 
exposure (see below) 
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To illustrate the model proposed in Figure 6.2, it is possible that when a pig 
expresses intrinsic exploratory behaviour it may identify an initially novel stimulus as a 
potential food item via visual, tactile, olfactory or gustatory feedback. This 
information could subsequently be utilised by feeding motivation as an internal factor. 
Thus new foraging strategies could be initiated through intrinsic exploratory 







Figure 6.3 The formation of a new foraging strategy can involve; a) the acquisition of 
nutritional information about an initially novel stimulus through intrinsic exploration, b) a 
characteristic decrease in intrinsic exploration as foraging behaviour increases, and finally, 
c) the perpetuation offeeding motivation in the absence of intrinsic exploration. 
To illustrate the model presented above; the tubes which the pigs chewed in 
Chapter 3 were all originally of no biological significance, therefore, all pigs were 
initially expressing intrinsic exploration. The information which the pigs acquired 
through intrinsic exploration about the taste, location, and post-ingestive 
consequences of the sucrose tube were of direct relevance to the feeding motivational 
system, may have contributed to the formation of a new foraging strategy (see Figure 
3.3). This type of behavioural control was seen in all the other experiments reported 
in this thesis. In Chapter 2 the pigs learned to associate an originally novel area of 
substrate with the availability of food (see Table 2.3). In Chapters 4 and 5 the pigs 
learned to obtain food reinforcement from an originally novel set of equipment (see 
Figure 4.1). 
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6.3 	The internal and external controls over feeding motivation 
It was outlined in the General Introduction that an animal's tendency to 
perform foraging behaviour is governed by its level of feeding motivation which is, in 
turn, controlled by both internal and external factors (Toates, 1981). It is proposed 
that the results from this thesis indicate that feeding motivation is primarily affected by 
only one internal factor; the discrepancy between the desired and actual nutrient 
intake. It is further proposed that all the other internal and external factors merely 
fulfil a modulatory role, where they can only alter feeding motivation in the short-term 
or contribute to associative learning. It is believed that the importance of nutrients for 
maintenance, growth and reproduction has led to the evolution of foraging behaviour 
which gives priority to an animal meeting its desired nutrient intake. This theory 
based on the Aristotelian concept of telos indicates that the foraging behaviour of pigs 
seeks to meet a functional end-point (for a review see Kyriazakis, 1994). Therefore, 
the aim of the following sections is to discuss the results from this thesis which 
support the above proposition. In addition the specific roles of other internal and 
external factors will be discussed in terms of the cessation of foraging behaviour and 
the modification of foraging behaviour through associative learning. 
6.3.1 The discrepancy between desired and actual nutrient intake 
Within the literature concerning diet selection it is widely accepted that pigs 
seek to meet their nutritional requirements by ingesting an optimum amount of a 
single food (e.g. Kyriazakis and Emmans, 1990), or selecting an optimum blend from 
a choice of foods (e.g. Kyriazakis et aL, 1990). Qualitative and quantitative models 
show that diet selection is sensitive to an individual's desired nutrient requirements 
because pigs closely control both the absolute quantities and specific types of 
nutrients obtained through feeding behaviour. Whilst these models could be viewed 
as being limited in many respects', they suggest that it would be entirely possible for 
one internal factor to control the level of feeding motivation. In accordance with 
these models, the experiments presented within this thesis confirm that feeding 
motivation responds to an individual's requirements for nutrients (see Figure 6.4). In 
Chapter 2 it was concluded that general nutrient restriction increased the level of 
1 	The simple 'set-point' models used by most behavioural nutritionists provide no information 
about how other internal and external factors affect the level of feeding motivation (e.g. Kyriazakis 
and Emmans, 1990). 
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feeding motivation because there was an increase in the expression of rooting 
behaviour, and the propensity to consume a food item when it was encountered. In 
Chapter 3 it was concluded that specific energy restriction increased the level of 
feeding motivation because there was an increase in the amount of chewing behaviour 
directed towards a rich source of digestible energy. In Chapters 4 and 5 it was 
concluded that general nutrient restriction increased the level of feeding motivation 
because there was an increase in the level of operant responding for food 
reinforcement. 








Actual nutrient intake 
Figure 6.4 The primary goal of appetitive foraging is to reduce the discrepancy between 
desired and actual nutrient intake. A comparator evaluates the discrepancy between desired 
and actual nutrient intake, and the error term (e) in conjunction with the presence of  food 
item determine the level offeeding motivation (see Sibly, 1975 and also section 6.2.2). 
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The physiological mechanisms by which an individual assesses the discrepancy 
between desired and actual nutrient intake are largely unknown, and are outwith the 
scope of this General Discussion (but for a review see Rayner and Gregory, 1989). 
However, it has become clear in this thesis that associative learning is a powerful 
behavioural mechanism which enables an individual to minimise the discrepancy 
between desired and actual nutrient intake, and this will be discussed in the next 
section. 
6.3.2 Factors which affect feeding motivation to facilitate the modification of 
foraging behaviour through associative learning 
Whilst foraging, an animal could encounter many food items which may have a 
quite diverse effect on its level of feeding motivation. Sibly (1975) proposed that the 
cue strength, or incentive of a food item was an important determinant of motivational 
tendency. For example, in the absence of changing internal factors, a pig may have a 
higher level of feeding motivation when presented with a familiar, rather than an 
unfamiliar food item. The higher incentive of the familiar food may have been derived 
through extrinsic exploration, from a better knowledge of its nutritional properties. 
Therefore, if the level of feeding motivation is dependent upon the incentive of food 
items, and the incentive of food items is largely dependent upon extrinsic exploration, 
then an ability to associate the sensory properties of food with their post-ingestive 
consequences is of primary importance. 
The type of learning which may affect the incentive of a food item could 
involve the formation of conditioned associations between the properties of that food 
item and its post-ingestive consequences (see Figure 6.1). For example, if through 
appetitive foraging and extrinsic exploration for food, an animal determined that a 
food item was a particularly rich source of digestible energy, it may learn to associate 
the sensory properties of that food item with its positive post-ingestive consequences 
(e.g. Chapter 3; Burritt and Provenza, 1992). Furthermore, if an animal experienced 
malaise after ingesting a food item, it may learn to associate the sensory properties of 
that food item with its negative post-ingestive consequences (e.g. Bun -itt and 
Provenza, 1990). 
The experiment presented in Chapter 3 found that the sweet taste associated 
with sucrose and saccharin increased the level of feeding motivation, and hence the 
expression of foraging behaviour. However, the saccharin did not strongly reinforce 
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foraging behaviour, and its reinforcing properties appeared to diminish relatively 
quickly. As the saccharin did not provide a source of digestible energy, it is suggested 
that this effect may have reflected a decline in extrinsic exploration (see Figure 6.1) as 
its nutritional properties were ascertained. Therefore, whilst taste may affect the level 
of feeding motivation in the short-term it appears that the uptake of nutrients is of 
primary importance. Similar results have been reported in behavioural nutrition 
experiments where the voluntary food intake of a single food is temporarily affected 
by the introduction of a novel taste (e.g. Aldinger etal., 1959; Ashley, 1985; Capaldi 
et al., 1994). It has also been found that animals will use the visual appearance 
(Wilcoxon et al., 1971; Kutlu and Forbes, 1993), smell (see Forbes and Kyriazakis, 
1995), or the temporal (e.g. Graves, 1984) and spatial availability (Steinruck, 1990) 
of a particular food item, or even the presence or absence of other conditioned cues 
(Valle, 1968; Zamble, 1973; Weingarten, 1983 and Weingarten, 1984) to predict both 
positive and negative post-ingestive consequences. 
Therefore, it is clear that animals are able to adapt their foraging behaviour by 
the formation of conditioned associations between the sensory properties of food and 
its post-ingestive consequences with the effect of increasing their evolutionary fitness. 
This type of learning allows animals to avoid food items which cause malaise, and 
select food items which reduce the discrepancy between desired and actual nutrient 
intake. However, it remains to be discussed how the level of feeding motivation may 
be reduced once foraging is established. 
6.33 Factors which reduce feeding motivation through negative feedback to 
terminate foraging 	 - 
Foraging could be terminated if a) the level of another motivational system 
was to rise momentarily (e.g. if an animal were in imminent danger of being preyed 
upon), or b) if the level of feeding motivation was to be reduced by a conventional 
negative feedback mechanism (see McFarland, 1991). The methodologies used in this 
thesis aimed to avoid the conditions where the first method of terminating foraging 
behaviour could operate because they would have complicated the interpretation of 
experimental results. However, the second method of terminating foraging behaviour 
was observed directly. For example, it was explained above that as the actual nutrient 
intake nears the desired nutrient intake, the level of feeding motivation would be 
reduced through negative feedback (see Figure 6.4). However, it has also been 
proposed that feeding motivation may be subject to negative feedback from the level 
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of gastro-intestinal distension (e.g. Robert et al., 1993 and Brouns et aL, 1994). This 
proposition was confirmed by the results presented in Chapter 5, where it was found 
that feeding motivation was inversely proportional to the level of gastro-intestinal 
distension. However, this effect was found to be transitory because feeding 
motivation returned to its original level after the distension has subsided. Thus, when 
pigs experience an extreme level of gastro-intestinal distension, their underlying level 
of feeding motivation may still respond to nutrient supply, however, they may be 
unable to express this motivation adequately. An animal's inability to express feeding 
motivation could stem from food intake being inhibited by its physical gastro-intestinal 
capacity (e.g. Kyriazakis and Emmans, 1995), or from a large proportion of time 
spent lying which could reflect the abdominal discomfort ensuing from an extreme 
level of gastro-intestinal distension (e.g. Robert et al., 1993; Brouns et al., 1994). 
Therefore, it appears that the role of gastro-intestinal distension lies in the termination 
of eating, rather than being of primary importance in the regulation of feeding 
motivation. This effect suggests strengthens the continuing argument that feeding 
motivation responds primarily to the discrepancy between desired and actual nutrient 
intake. 
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6.4 	The measurement of feeding motivation 
There are many methods available to measure the level of feeding motivation 
(see section 1.6), however, they all involve recording appetitive or consummatory 
foraging behaviour. The problem associated with these methods, however, is that 
they have a major reliance on the interpretation of behavioural output, which can 
cause considerable experimental complications due to the abstract nature of feeding 
motivation (see Chapter 2). This type of problem is typified in experiments using 
eating rate as a measure of feeding motivation (e.g. Terlouw et al., 1991 and Brouns 
et al., 1994). Whilst it appears intuitive to use feeding rate as a measure of feeding 
motivation, the effects of other confounding factors must be considered (see Doucet 
and van Straalen, 1980). To illustrate this point, eating rate, although affected by 
feeding motivation, may also be affected by the palatability of the food (see Brouns et 
al., 1994), the degree of gastro-intestinal distension (see Chapter 5), and a multitude 
of other factors such as the presence or absence of fresh water. This type of 
confounding is not restricted solely to eating rate, and must also be considered in 
other methods such as conditioned avoidance techniques (e.g. Petherick and Rutter, 
1990 and Duncan and Kite, 1987), and even operant conditioning (e.g. Lawrence et 
al., 1988). 
This thesis used two of the methodologies outlined above, the first of which 
was direct behavioural observation. In all the experimental Chapters ethograms were 
designed which included the behavioural elements typically associated with foraging 
behaviour (e.g. locomotion, nosing, rooting and chewing). Chapter 2 indicated the 
potential hazards associated with this type of methodology because these behavioural 
elements were also found to be used extensively during intrinsic exploration. In 
Chapters 2, 4 and 5, great care had to be exercised to avoid confounding observations 
of foraging behaviour with intrinsic exploratory activity because all of the experiments 
were performed in a separate testing pen which was initially unfamiliar to the pigs. 
Therefore, in order to eliminate the expression of intrinsic exploration as a 
confounding factor, the pigs were thoroughly familiarised to the environment. This 
was achieved in all of the experiments by introducing animals into their testing 
environment on a number of occasions prior to the initiation of experimentation (see 
section 2.3.2, section 4.3, section 5.3.1). Casual observations indicated that across 
the familiarisation period, the occurrence of active behaviours decreased, whilst the 
occurrence of lying behaviour increased. These observations were taken to suggest 
that the initial intrinsic exploration of the novel environment had waned (for a review 
of similar assumptions see Inglis, 1983). 
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The second methodology used in this thesis was operant conditioning (see 
Chapters 4 and 5). These types of procedures have been used to measure the level of 
feeding motivation due to their precision (e.g. Lawrence and fllius, 1989; Lawrence et 
al., 1988). Typically in such a procedure, animals are trained to express an operant 
response to gain access to food reinforcement, and feeding motivation is subsequently 
measured by investigating how many responses an individual is prepared to perform 
to gain access to food reinforcement. (Dellmeier, 1989). This simple procedure, 
however, may also be directly confounded both by the ingestion of food, and the 
'arousing' influence of a small unrewarding meal (see Chapter 4). These problems 
were addressed directly in Chapter 4, where the potential benefits of a second order 
reinforcement schedule were investigated. The advantages of this schedule were 
illustrated in Chapter 5 where the feeding motivation of a pig with an extreme level of 
gastro-intestinal distension was measured. In this experiment there was a major 
possibility of confounding due to the expression of lying behaviour, and a loss of 
conditioning when a pig was unable to consume a food reinforcement. However, this 
confounding was circumvented by the use of a very short duration test which 
precluded the expression of lying behaviour, and the use of a second order schedule 
which did not involve the ingestion of food reinforcement during testing. It was 
suggested that the type of second order schedule developed in this thesis will greatly 
benefit studies which measure the feeding motivation of pigs due to its unconfounded 
nature. Furthermore, a second order schedule could be viewed to mimic a naturalistic 
foraging situation where appetitive behaviour encounters stimuli which have 
previously been associated with foraging success. This would allow more detailed 
investigations into the learned associations which allow external stimuli to be used as 
predictors of future foraging success (e.g. the use of smell as a predictor of food 
location). 
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6.5 	The implications of this thesis to animal welfare science 
The Farm Animal Welfare Council (FA WC) proposes that pigs 
should be free from hunger and malnutrition (high levels of 
feeding motivation), whilst also being free to express most normal 
patterns of behaviour (see M4FF, 1991). However, the selective 
breeding of pigs for rapid growth rate makes quantitative food 
restriction of sows and boars essential to reduce weight gain and 
maintain breeding efficiency. These practices not only contravene 
FA WCs first freedom, but lead to the dereliction of the second 
because the feeding motivation ensuing from nutrient restriction 
cannot be 'normally' expressed as foraging behaviour in restrictive 
environments. The animal welfare legislators are, therefore, 
posed with the dilemma of improving pig welfare without affecting 
the profitability ofpig farming. 
It is usually accepted that the dilemma presented above will be resolved by the 
scientific community (e.g. Van Putten, 1989). However, the welfare problems of pigs 
will never be eliminated so long as pigs are exposed to both general and specific 
nutrient restriction in barren environments. Therefore, the role of science must either 
be to provide a solution which optimises the animal's welfare within the constraints of 
the industry, or to provide evidence for legislation against these constraints. This has, 
in part, been achieved by applied research which has investigated the effects of 
environmental modification (e.g. Barnett et al., 1992) and enrichment (e.g. Pearce and 
Patterson, 1993; Spoolder et al., 1995), the modification of feeding practices (e.g. 
Young et al., 1994; Brouns et al., 1994), or the benefits of rearing pigs extensively 
(e.g. Martin and Edwards, 1994). Most of these methods, however, target the 
symptoms rather than the cause of the problem, which is a high level of feeding 
motivation. It is therefore of paramount importance to gain a broad understanding of 
feeding motivation which underlies all of these welfare issues. 
The objective of this thesis was to gain such an understanding of how feeding 
motivation is controlled. As such, the thesis does not report on experiments yielding 
instant insights into how pig welfare may be improved. It does, however, contain 
fundamental information which may help the formation of future legislative decisions. 
Therefore, the aim of the following sections is to delineate the areas where the results 
from this thesis could be of use to animal welfare science, by discussing the results 
from the four experimental Chapters within the context of FAWC's first and second 
freedom. 
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6.5.1 Freedom from hunger and malnutrition 
It was concluded in this General Discussion that feeding motivation responds 
primarily to the discrepancy between desired and actual nutrient intake. It was noted, 
however, that gastro-intestinal distension reduced feeding motivation. Other 
experiments have indicated that when pigs eat foods of high water-holding-capacity 
they spend longer in a lying posture. There is also evidence which suggests that the 
incidence of abnormal behaviours is also reduced, but it is unclear if this reflects the 
reduction in active time, or a reduction in feeding motivation. This thesis also 
indicated that the effect of these bulky foods was transitory, and that feeding 
motivation regained its original level as the gastro-intestinal distension subsided. It 
could be proposed, therefore, that the widespread feeding of bulky foods could 
improve the welfare of sows and boars by keeping them 'free from hunger'. However, 
due to the transient effect of gastro-intestinal distension, it would be necessary to feed 
these foods ad libitum as proposed by Brouns el al. (1994). The continual and high 
level of gastro-intestinal loading ensuing from the ad libitum intake of bulky foods 
does itself pose some welfare concerns. Therefore, before advocating the welfare 
benefits of bulky foods it would be essential to address the issue of the possible 
abdominal discomfort caused by extreme gastro-intestinal loads. 
6.5.2 Freedom to express most normal patterns of behaviour 
As soon as an animal is housed in a restrictive environment it is not free to 
express normal patterns of behaviour (see Tennessen, 1989). However, some 
environments are less restrictive than others. The 'normal' species specific response to 
high levels of feeding motivation is to express appetitive and consummatory foraging 
behaviour to reduce the underlying level of feeding motivation (McFarland, 1991). 
The environments in which domestic pigs are kept all restrict either appetitive or 
consummatory foraging to some degree (see Terlouw et al., 1991). For example, the 
intensively kept growing pig which is fed ad libitum is able to express consummatory 
foraging, but may not have the necessary substrates to express appetitive foraging. 
The extensively kept sow which is food restricted is able to express appetitive 
foraging, but will not encounter the substrates necessary to express consummatory 
foraging. 
To accommodate the expression of appetitive and consummatory foraging, 
many producers have counteracted the barrenness of their housing environments by 
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enriching them with straw. It is thought that this straw provides an outlet for the 
behaviours typically associated with foraging and exploration, whilst also providing 
thermal protection (Fraser et al., 1991). Therefore, this thesis strongly advocates the 
use of straw because its welfare benefits are two-fold. First, it provides a valuable 
substrate for the expression of the nosing, rooting and chewing behaviours typically 
associated with appetitive foraging, and second it can also be ingested during 
consummatory foraging (Fraser, 1975). 
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6.6 	Conclusions 
Extrinsic exploration equates to the appetitive component of the dominant 
motivation (e.g. extrinsic exploration for food and foraging), and therefore can be 
directly affected by the level of feeding motivation, whereas intrinsic exploration is 
not directly affected by the level of feeding motivation. 
Chewing behaviour, such as tail-biting, is initiated through extrinsic exploratory 
behaviour, but then sustained by feeding motivation. In addition, feeding 
motivated chewing is moderately reinforced by taste, but is strongly reinforced 
and perpetuated by taste paired with a relevant source of feedback. 
Growing pigs are able to respond for the repeated presentation of a feeding 
related conditioned stimulus in a manner which may be indicative of their level of 
feeding motivation. This methodology could allow feeding motivation to be 
measured in the absence of food ingestion. 
The level of feeding motivation resulting from the ingestion of a bulky food is 
inversely proportional to the degree of gastro-intestinal distension. However, the 
effect of gastro-intestinal distension is only temporary because feeding motivation 
responds primarily to the nutrient content of a meal. 
The level of feeding motivation is a product of the discrepancy between the 
desired and actual nutrient intake, and the incentive of a food-item. The incentive 
of a food item is determined by learning, therefore, the level of feeding motivation 
is, in part, dependent upon the association of the sensory properties of a food item 
with its post-ingestive consequences. 
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6.7 	Suggestions for future research 
6.7.1 The role of contextual cues in the ontogeny of foraging strategies 
Animals may use the contextual cues associated with previous foraging 
success in the development of new foraging strategies. The identification of this 
learning process, and its subsequent development into a detailed model of foraging 
would provide a broad spectrum of unaddressed research questions. For example, it 
could be interesting to investigate some of the decisions used by animals in the 
formation of a cognitive map. This type of study would require experimentation in 
highly controlled conditions to formulate both qualitative and quantitative models, and 
could subsequently validate them by testing in more extensive conditions. 
6.7.2 The nature of conditioned food preferences and aversions 
It could be viewed as evolutionarily maladaptive for some species of animals 
to form instantaneous and permanent food preferences and aversions. Therefore, it 
remains important to question the speed at which these associations are formed, and 
their longevity. Whilst food aversions have been well documented, there is very little 
information about the actual nature of the learned association. For example, can a 
learned food aversion be unlearned, and if so how quickly, and how does the prior 
experience of a food affect the formation of subsequent preferences and aversions? 
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Appendix I 	The experimental design followed in Chapter 2 
Table I. The treatments were arranged in a 3 x 2 factorial design (see Table 
2.2), and are represented below as the numbers 1 to 6 The treatments were 
imposed at one of six limes of day (see Section 2.3.5), and are represented below 
as the letters a to  Both the treatments and the testing times were arranged in 
four 6 x 6 Latin squares (see Section 2.3.5), and are illustrated below as shaded 
areas. 
Pig 	Replicate 1 	 Replicate 2 
day day day day day day 	day day day day day day 













K ?h c 4i1 5f (ia 
2a 3f k 5b c'd 1e 
3e Id 2a (f 4h c 
4f 5e 6b I;t 2c d 
Sd 6c 41 2e 3a lb 
6b 4a 5d 3c le::: . 2f 
Ic 3d 2b 4f 6a** 5e 
2a lb 31 Sd 4c 6c 
3e:', 21 Id 6b 5c 4a 
4d bc 5C I;i 3b 21 
5b 4c (t 2e If 3d 
6f 5a 4e 3c 2d lb 
21 Li 3d (c Sb 4 
3b 2c If 4c cd 5  
Id 3 e 2  5 a 41 
6c 51 4c Ih 2a 3d 
4a (ib Sc Id 3c If 
Sc 4d 6a f Ic 2b 
21 3c-. k 6b 4d Sa 
3d Ia 2c 41 Sb 6c 
lb 2e 3a Sd 6f 4c 
6a 4d 51 ft 3c 2b 
4c Sb td 2a IC*.31 
Sc 61 4b 3e 2a Id 
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